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SECTION 9 - PLAN PREPARATION AND PROJECT AUTHORIZATION

9.1 INTRODUCTION

Plans are defined as construction drawings prepared and approved by the Project Engineer,
defined here as the Engineer of Record, that clearly show the location, character, dimensions, 
and details of all proposed work to be performed by the contractor. These plans, along with a 
project manual, are part of the plans, specification, and estimate (PS&E) assembly. The PS&E 
assembly shall be prepared by the Project Engineer and submitted to the City of Round Rock
(CoRR) upon the completion of design for each roadway project.

These plans shall be prepared using the guidelines provided in this chapter. Following these 
guidelines will produce plan sheets that are accurate, neat, and presentable that will reproduce 
legibly. An accurate and well-organized plan set shall be created to give potential bidders an 
opportunity to prepare as accurate a bid as possible, to allow efficient overseeing of construction 
performance, and to form a record copy for future construction reference. Inaccurate or unclear 
plans, however, may result in an increase in costs due to incorrect interpretations or omission of 
the plan information. Therefore, it is important that well-organized and efficient plan assemblies 
be prepared on all projects.

It is recognized that the level of design needed will vary by project.  Therefore, the City and the 
Project Engineer will determine the need for Schematic Design and other design review 
submissions at a pre-design meeting.  This will ensure an appropriate development of the design 
with corresponding reviews by the City.

9.1.1 References

The publications listed in this section provided much of the fundamental source information 
used in the development of this chapter. This list is not all-inclusive and there are 
numerous manuals, documents, and journals that explain the techniques and formats 
required to prepare accurate, clear, and presentable construction plans. Note that these 
publications and the standards and specifications they contain are not static documents, 
but are expected to be revised continually. Therefore, Project Engineers shall always 
check the appropriate website for the most recent versions.

Federal Highway Administration (FHWA):

Project Development and Design Manual (PDDM)

Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT):

PS&E Preparations Manual

Project Development Process Manual

PS&E assemblies prepared for roadway projects in the CoRR shall be produced in 
accordance with the criteria, guidelines, and data requirements included herein. Where 
discrepancies occur between the information provided herein and any of the above 
references, the following descending order of priority shall govern: (1) City of Round Rock
Design and Construction Standards, (2) TxDOT’s Project Development Process Manual,
and (3) FHWA’s Project Development and Design Manual. For additional guidance not 
covered in this chapter, refer to TxDOT’s PS&E Preparations Manual. 
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9.2 PROJECT-SPECIFIC QUALITY ASSURANCE / QUALITY CONTROL (QA/QC) PLAN FOR 
CIP PROJECTS

Quality Control (QC) is the process of quality checks and reviews performed on all project 
deliverables prior to submitting to the client to check the conformance, accuracy, scope, and style 
of a project deliverable. This includes detailed checking of plans, calculations, specifications, 
reports, and studies for accuracy and consistency, detecting and correcting design omissions and 
errors, confirming product meets the required level of completeness for the phase/milestone 
being submitted, and assessing and verifying compliance with design criteria, applicable 
computer aided design and drafting (CADD) standards and requirements, and other project 
requirements.

Quality Assurance (QA) is the process of reviewing the quality control process for use and 
effectiveness at preventing mistakes and ensuring compliance. This process includes designing 
and using guidelines, procedures, roles, and responsibility assignments to ensure that approved 
quality control practices are properly and consistently implemented, executed, and monitored. 
The QA is the final quality review completed on project deliverables to assure that all other 
required quality checks and reviews have been completed and resulting comments have been 
resolved and verified.

The purpose of the QA/QC plan is to prevent errors from being introduced to the engineering, 
design, plans, and cost estimates and to ensure decisions are supported by comprehensive 
studies and sound engineering judgment. The plan shall also identify key individuals and their 
unique methods and experience that reflect best quality control practices and the application of 
those methods uniformly across the design process.

The Project Engineer will submit a project-specific QA/QC plan for review within 30 days of the 
notice to proceed (NTP) or executed work authorization. This plan must outline the measures that 
will be employed to ensure that the City will receive an accurate product that matches industry 
quality standards. At a minimum, the submitted plan shall define the following: 

General project description and scope; 

The major components of the approved project scope and deliverables,

Typically, deliverables will be submitted at the 30%, 60% and 90% design 
completion stage prior to 100%, or final, submission; 

The QA/QC responsibilities of the submitted organizational chart by position, name,
and company for the various levels of review and accountability within those defined
areas; 

The components of QA and QC required to develop this City project; 

The frequency of specific QA activities and QC reviews; 

The methods of documenting QA/QC activities/reviews and individual accountability 
including, but not limited to the submittal of redline markups at each subsequent
submittal level; and, 

The relationship of these procedures with project milestones and schedule. 
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9.3 SCHEMATIC PREPARATION

The submission of schematic layouts shall include the basic information necessary for the 
proper review and evaluation of the proposed improvement. On some projects, and only with 
written approval from the City, schematic submissions may be substituted for 30% plans. Due to 
the varied agency approval processes for preliminary projects, it is essential that schematics 
contain the required basic information for review.  Schematics shall include the following:

General project information, including project designation, project limits, length, 
design speed, description, and functional classification; 

Title section on both ends of the schematic roll; 

Existing and proposed roadway and bridge typical sections; 

Locations of interchanges, main lanes, grade separations, frontage roads, 
turnarounds, ramps, intersections, major driveways, bridges, side streets, water 
bodies rail crossings; 

Existing and proposed profiles and horizontal alignments of main lanes, ramps, 
and crossroads at proposed interchanges or grade separations (frontage road 
alignment data does not need to be shown on the schematic; however, it shall
be developed in sufficient detail to determine right-of-way (ROW) needs); 

All proposed roadway alignments shall increase stationing from south to north
and west to east unless there is a need to match existing stationing; 

Lane lines and/or arrows indicating the number of lanes; 

Sequence of work outline for traffic control showing basic concept of traffic 
handling during construction, including preliminary phasing; 

Existing and proposed ROW limits; 

Bridges, bridge class culverts, and other drainage features; 

Geometrics (i.e. pavement cross slope, superelevation, lane and shoulder 
widths, slope ratio for fills and cuts) of the typical sections of proposed highway 
main lanes, ramps, frontage roads, and cross roads; 

Location of retaining walls and/or noise walls; 

Existing and proposed traffic volumes and, as applicable, turning movement 
volumes; 

Existing and proposed control of access lines (if applicable); 

Direction of traffic flow on all roadways; 

Location and width of median openings (if applicable); 

Geometrics of speed change and auxiliary lanes; 

Existing roadways and structures to be closed or removed; 

Existing or proposed railroad lines;

Edwards Aquifer Recharge/Contributing/Transition Zones;

Environmental Constraints; and,

100 Year Flood Plains.
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9.3.1 Schematic  Checklist

A checklist is required with each schematic submittal on all projects.  All items on the 
checklist shall be checked or labeled as N/A with an appropriate explanation. The Project 
Engineer must complete, sign, date and submit the checklist along with each schematic 
submittal. All unchecked items are considered missing.  Refer to the checklist appended to 
this Section for required items.

9.4 PLAN PREPARATION

Construction plans for roadway and bridge projects in the City of Round Rock must be prepared 
in accordance with the sheet sequence, content, and guidelines indicated in the subsequent 
sections utilizing 11” x 17” sheet size. 

9.4.1 Organization And Content Of Plans

The plan set can be divided into main sections to reflect the elements of the proposed 
work.

Standard drawings and standard details cover various design elements that have been 
approved by agencies, such as TxDOT, incorporated cities, or other local government 
agencies, for use within their jurisdictional limits. These standard drawings have a fixed 
format and each drawing has its own unique identification number. If changes are made, 
they cannot be used as a standard drawing. Instead, they become special details.

Special details are plan sheets detailing various project elements and shall follow each 
corresponding section of the plan set (i.e. roadway, drainage, structures, utility, erosion 
control, etc.). These drawings are generated by the Project Engineer and shall include all 
details necessary to construct the project elements.

Standard drawings, standard details, and project-specific special details shall be
incorporated into the plan set and not issued as a separate booklet. The standard 
drawings, standard details, and special details shall be arranged in an order that best 
clarifies the work to be accomplished. Typically, these sheets shall follow the plan 
drawings for each specific element of the project.

Following is a list of these sections in sequential order. Unless directed otherwise, the 
Project Engineer shall follow this section sequence and adhere to the guidelines regarding 
the content of each section and each plan sheet within the section.

Refer to the checklist in the Appendix for a summary of items that shall be included in each 
section.
9.4.1.A  Title Sheet

9.4.1.B  Index Of Sheets 

9.4.1.C  Project Layout

9.4.1.D  Typical Sections 

9.4.1.E  General Notes

9.4.1.F  Survey Data / Project Control Points

9.4.1.G Alignment Data Sheets
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9.4.1.H  Estimate And Quantity Sheets 

9.4.1.I  Summary Sheets

9.4.1.J  Traffic Control Plan / Construction Sequence

9.4.1.K Traffic Control Plan Standards & Details 

9.4.1.L  Roadway Plans (Plan View and Profile View)

9.4.1.M Roadway Standards & Details 

9.4.1.N  Drainage Plans

9.4.1.O Drainage Standards and Details

9.4.1.P  Utility Plans

9.4.1.Q Utility Standards & Details 

9.4.1.R  Structural Plans

9.4.1.S  Structural Standards & Details 

9.4.1.T  Traffic Signals And Illumination

9.4.1.U  Traffic Signal And Illumination Standards & Details 

9.4.1.V  Pavement Markings And Signing Plans

9.4.1.W Pavement Markings And Signing Standards & Details 

9.4.1.X  Erosion Control – Permanent / Temporary and SW3P

9.4.1.Y  Erosion Control Standards And Details

9.4.1.Z  Cross Sections

9.4.1.AA Other

9.4.1.A  Title Sheet

The purpose of the Title Sheet is to establish the project location, describe the nature of 
the proposed work, identify the funding authority and Project Engineer, and show 
agency and utility approvals.

A complete Title Sheet shall contain the following:

Proper title and project designation; 

Statement of the project length; 

City logo; 

Roadway classification, design speed, and traffic data; 

Vicinity map; 

Signature blocks for approving officials; 

Governing specifications and date of adoption;

Copyright statement; 

Exceptions, equations, and railroad crossings; and,

Registered Accessibility Specialist (RAS) inspection note.

The project designation includes the project name, project number, and the roadway
name and number, if applicable. The limits of the proposed construction in relation to 
the nearest county or state roadway shall also be shown in miles to the third decimal 
place if the project is contiguous. Plans for multiple-site projects shall refer to, and
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include, plan sheets showing the locations or a single exhibit with each site designated 
by an alpha-numeric label and legend to all designators. A description of the proposed
work shall also be included under the project designation.

The project length shall be shown in feet to two decimal places and in miles to three 
decimal places.  The project length shall also be shown inclusive and exclusive of the 
bridge length and any equations, exceptions, or railroad crossings shall be listed by 
station numbers and lengths. Show as “NONE” if not applicable.

For a single roadway or contiguous roadways and on all segments of multiple-site or 
segmental projects, the design roadway classification shall be stated along with the 
design speed and traffic data. Current average daily traffic (ADT), design year ADT, 
design hourly volume (DHV), directional distribution (D), and percent of trucks (T) shall
be indicated for all segments of each main roadway.

The vicinity map shall be of suitable size showing the project location in relation to 
nearby highways, nearest towns, railroads, and major streams.  County and city 
boundaries, applicable scale, and north arrow shall also be shown. The beginning and 
ending stations shall be clearly identified.

Signature blocks are required for approving officials to sign and date the plans. 
Signature blocks for the Project Engineer and the City of Round Rock Transportation 
Director shall be provided as a minimum. Signature blocks shall also be provided for 
local utility interests, where applicable.

Projects that include sidewalks and other pedestrian facilities with an estimated 
construction cost of $50,000 or more will require an RAS inspection. The following note 
shall appear on the Title Sheet:

"Registered Accessibility Specialist (RAS) Inspection 
Required TDLR No. EABPRJ                    ."

Include a statement on the Title Sheet if the RAS inspection is not required.

Any governing specifications or specification reference applicable to the project shall also 
be stated on the Title Sheet. The following copyright statement shall also be added to the 
Title Sheet:

© 20xx by City of Round Rock, Texas.  All rights reserved.

9.4.1.B  Index Of Sheets

The index includes the sheet number and title as they appear on each sheet contained 
within the plan set. All sheets are to be listed, including omitted sheet numbers. The 
responsible Project Engineer’s approval note for the use of standard sheets included in the 
plans must also be incorporated on the Index of Sheets as follows:

*The Standard Sheets specifically identified above have been selected by me or under my 
supervision as being applicable to the project.

, P.E. Date
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9.4.1.C  Project Layout

The project layout shall depict the proposed and existing project features. A suitable scale 
shall be utilized to clearly show project features, such as the beginning and the end of the 
project, street names, baseline stations, horizontal alignment data, existing and proposed 
ROW, advance project warning signs, or any other pertinent information not shown 
elsewhere in the plan set. The project layout shall not be smaller than 1 inch = 400 ft. 
scale.

The station and coordinates of the beginning and ending project points shall be labeled.

9.4.1.D  Typical Sections

Roadway typical sections provide a general illustration, by cross sectional view, of the 
nature of construction in every segment of the project. The objective is to present all the 
elements and dimensions of the roadway for every change of existing features or 
proposed roadway in as simple a way as possible. These sections shall be specific 
enough to describe the elements of the proposed work, their location, and the material to 
be utilized.

All plans shall show typical sections for the project, including bridge plans. On projects 
requiring more than one typical section, the limiting stations for each section shall be 
shown and may require additional plan sheets for clarification.

The existing typical section shows the approximate widths, depths, and station limits of the 
existing roadway included in the project. Proposed sections illustrate the depths, 
dimensions, and station limits for every type of material in the proposed pavement 
structure. Features, such as ramps, detours, crossroads, barrier, and metal beam guard 
fence (MBGF), must also be included. Other applicable items with limits that may be 
shown on the typical sections are retaining walls, curb and gutter, and topsoil and seeding.

Identify all functional elements of the typical section to a relative scale. Show widths in 
feet, thickness or depth in inches, pavement cross slopes in percent to two decimal places, 
and side slopes in horizontal to vertical ratios. Show the thickness of each element in the 
pavement structure in inches.  Use notes or tables on the typical section sheet to cover 
where different pavement structure layers are necessary due to different soil conditions.

For phased construction projects, identify the ultimate typical section. Clearly distinguish 
the work to be performed under the contract and future construction work. Typical sections 
reflecting construction phasing shall be shown on the sequence of construction/traffic 
control plans.

Include tables or notes to illustrate curve widening, relationship of slope ratios to cut and 
fill heights, slope rounding, and other special treatments.

The grade line shown on the plan and profile sheet, which represents the vertical location 
of the roadway, is known as the profile grade line (PGL). The PGL and other necessary 
control points, such as the project baseline and centerline, the roadway centerline, 
pavement cross slope, and superelevation pivot point, shall be clearly identified on the 
typical section.

Existing and proposed typical sections shall show existing and proposed ROW.
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Every typical section shall contain a set of section limits to which it corresponds along the 
roadway. These limits are shown through station ranges. The entire project shall be
checked to ensure that a typical section has been shown for every segment of the 
roadway.

Additional information, such as the following, may also be shown on the typical section 
sheet(s):

Location of predominant utility lines and their approximate depths; 

Location of storm sewer trunk lines. 

Use supplemental typical sections to show variations in special ditches, clearing widths, 
and rock cuts. Also, use supplemental typical sections to detail curbs, median treatments, 
slope protection, and channel changes. Place these supplemental typical sections on 
separate sheets, if necessary, listing the stations where the typical sections apply. Place a 
note on the plan and profile sheet describing the site-specific work and referencing the 
appropriate typical section. The Project Engineer’s seal, signature, and date are required.

9.4.1.E  General Notes  

Included in General Notes are items such as basis of estimate, environmental 
management, tree protection notes, concrete surface finish, traffic control details, 
variations in slopes, and protection system for structures. The City of Round Rock
maintains a master set of general notes from which the Project Engineer can select 
applicable notes that relate to the project-specific issues.

Quantities for supplementary items shall be shown, and when shown, labeled, “For 
Contractor’s Information Only.” No quantities that are subject to change due to sequence 
of construction operations shall be shown. The wording of all general notes needs to be 
clear, concise, and have only one meaning for uniform interpretations. 

General Notes shall be written using active voice and imperative mood whenever possible.  
Refer to the latest version of TxDOT’s Style Guide for Construction and Maintenance 
Specifications for further information when writing General Notes and Specifications. The 
Project Engineer’s seal, signature, and date are not required.

9.4.1.F  Survey Data

Survey data sheet(s) will be required on all projects where an actual field survey has been 
performed. The survey data includes reference to and description of the horizontal and 
vertical control used on the project.

Reference to the horizontal coordinate system and the vertical datum used shall be stated. 
The following statement along with the combined scale factor shall be added:

All distances and coordinates shown are grid/surface values and may be converted to 
surface/grid by multiplying with/dividing by a combined scale factor of . 

Coordinates, elevation, and descriptions of all project control points shall be included. 
Description and elevation of all bench marks used to establish project elevations shall also 
be added to the survey data sheet.

On small projects, the survey data may be included on the project layout sheet. On large 
projects, it may be beneficial to show the construction alignment or survey alignment in 
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relation to the control points and bench marks on separate sheets. The project Registered 
Professional Land Surveyor (RPLS) seal, signature, and date are required.

9.4.1.G Alignment Data Sheets

Alignment data sheets shall (at a minimum) include the following information:

Curve data (if applicable): 

o PC, PI, PT station and coordinates; 

o Curve radius and degree of curve; 

o Deflection angle; 

o Tangent bearings and lengths. 

Stations and station equations (if applicable); 

Station/offset information (in relation to other alignments within the project limits); 

Project Engineer's seal, signature, and date. 

An imported coordinate geometry (COGO) output file is recommended.

9.4.1.H  Estimate And Quantity Sheets

The Estimate and Quantity (E&Q) sheet provides a list of all pay items and estimated 
quantities in the contract. This sheet also provides a space for final quantities once the 
project is complete. Item numbers, descriptive codes, special provision numbers, item 
descriptions, units of measurement, and bid alternates are also shown. This sheet is 
prepared using the Project Quantity Spreadsheet as defined in Section 9.4.1.I.

An E&Q sheet also summarizes the work to be done, if there is more than one project in 
the plans or if local participation is required to be quantified separately. They also simplify 
the plans by showing the total quantities of each item of work involved in the construction 
of the roadway. The Project Engineer’s seal, signature, and date are not required.

9.4.1.I  Summary Sheets

These sheets tabulate, combine, and summarize quantities of the various construction 
items. This summary informs prospective bidders of where to locate work within the plan 
sheets, the difference between plan quantities and bid schedule quantities, if any, and 
expands on contract bid schedule information. It also serves as a helpful checklist to the 
designer to ensure that all elements of the design receive consideration. The Project 
Engineer shall use a tabulation format that presents the work items in a clear and concise 
manner that can be easily checked and verified.

Summary of quantity sheets may also show item numbers, descriptive codes, special 
provision numbers, item descriptions, units of measurement, and bid alternates. In the 
preparation of the summary sheets, bid items shall be described exactly as shown in the 
corresponding agency standard item description.

Summary sheets will be prepared using a Project Quantity Spreadsheet in Microsoft Excel 
to tabulate the various pay items. All of the pay items are to be listed in numerical order 
and identified by appropriate descriptions. Show any pertinent information by use of 
remarks or footnotes at the bottom of the summary plan sheet. The engineer’s seal, 
signature, and date are not required on summary sheets.
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9.4.1.J  Traffic Control Plan / Construction Sequence

A traffic control plan (TCP) is a special drawing that graphically portrays all traffic control 
measures required to assure safe passage of traffic and pedestrians through and/or 
around a specific project construction zone. It also ensures the safety of construction 
personnel, provides protection to construction equipment, and minimizes the accident level 
within the project limits.

TCP’s may range from simple line diagrams for low-volume rural roads to complex plan 
sheets detailing every stage of the project work on high-volume urban highways. Refer to 
the Transportation Criteria Manual Section 6 for guidance on TCP content and layout.

If different construction stages or intricate traffic movements are needed, then suggested 
sequence of work sheets shall be provided. In addition, in order to clarify the work zone 
widths and traffic handling methods, typical cross sections shall be provided for each 
construction phase. Barricade and construction standard sheets shall also be included 
within the plansets.

A narrative summarizing the general traffic operations and general construction operations 
for all phases shall be provided. The steps within each phase shall also be included for the 
suggested sequence of construction. All applicable traffic control and work sequence 
general notes shall be added, including the working hours. Per Sec. 44-277 in the Code of 
Ordinances, working hours in the public right-of-way are generally limited to the hours 
between 7:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, with lane closures on major 
thoroughfares limited to the hours between 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.

The Sequence of Construction shall include construction staging plans that detail the 
recommended phasing of project improvements. Staging should maximize mobility and 
safety during construction, while considering ease of construction.

Detours may be required to maintain traffic during certain construction stages. The 
Sequence of Construction shall consider safe operation for pedestrians and bicyclists in all 
stages of construction as well as continuous, safe access to all properties. Construction 
markings, traffic control devices, and barriers should be designed with this goal.

Detailed layout and arrangement of work zone signs, work zone pavement markings, 
traffic control devices, and drainage facilities should be provided for each construction 
stage.

TCP’s shall be prepared in accordance with TMUTCD Chapter 6, “Temporary Traffic 
Control.” The Project Engineer’s seal, signature, and date are required.

9.4.1.K  Traffic Control Standards & Details

Special traffic control details may include drawings detailing construction phasing, traffic 
control device applications, temporary shoring, or slope treatments.

9.4.1.L  Roadway Plans

Roadway plans are also known as the plan and profile (P&P) sheets. The objective of P&P 
sheets is to show the existing topographic features, the horizontal and vertical alignment of 
the proposed roadway, and the location and limits of the proposed work. The plan and 
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profile are typically shown on the same sheet, unless impractical, in which case they may 
be presented on separate sheets. If the profile is modified, provide P&P sheets for 
connecting roadways.

P&P sheets shall be prepared at a scale that is adequate to show the necessary details as
governed by the topography and the complexity of the work. A scale of 1 inch = 100 ft. or 1
inch = 50 ft. is typically used for roadway plans. Depending on the plan size and amount of 
information required for the project, varying graphic scales may be utilized. Profiles usually 
have the same horizontal scale as the plan, but the vertical scale shall be 5 to 10 times the 
horizontal scale. Where elevation differences are large, a vertical scale of 2 times the 
horizontal may be more appropriate.

Attempt to place 1,200 ft. (1 inch = 100 ft.) on a sheet and always break sheets at even 
100 ft. stations. Increasing stationing shall run from left to right. Avoid breaking sheets or 
placing match lines within intersections.

At a minimum, the following shall be shown on the plan portion of the P&P sheets:

North arrow, scale, and legend; 

Boundary, county, and city lines; 

Control of access lines, if applicable.

Bodies of water, such as streams, lakes, swamps, estuaries, or creeks; 

Beginning and ending points and their respective stations; 

Centerline or baseline stationing with labels and tick marks every 100 ft.; 

Horizontal curve and point of intersection data if not shown on the project layout; 

Existing and proposed ROW lines and widths at each break within the project 
limits; 

Property lines and property ownership; 

Easement lines and widths; 

Full superelevation, normal crown, transition locations and limits with stations; 

All drainage structures with reference numbers; 

Intersection stations of all driveways and connecting roadways; 

Proposed radii at intersection with driveways and connecting roadways; 

Retaining wall locations, if applicable; 

Existing roadway and roadway width; 

Proposed roadway and shoulders, including proposed widths; 

Pavement removal (separate sheets for large projects); 

Limits of Milling (separate sheets for large projects); 

Demolition of structures (separate sheets for large projects); 

Location of borings, test pits, or other sites where subsurface investigations have 
been made; 

Summary of items and estimated quantities, including excavation, embankment, 
MBGF, and terminus, which are not detailed on other sheets. 
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At a minimum, the following shall be shown on the profile portion of the P&P sheets:

Stations along the bottom and elevations along the sides; 

Proposed profile grade and existing ground lines with labels; 

Points of vertical intersection and vertical curve data; 

Gradients in percent to two decimal places for the PGL; 

K values for each vertical curve; 

Proposed and existing elevations at 50 ft. intervals to two decimal places; 

Culverts, structures, or other proposed facilities; 

Utilities with elevation or depth dimensions, if known, and over and under 
clearances; 

Existing and proposed bridges and major structures with appropriate reference 
notation; 

Clearances for railroads, highways, and streambeds under proposed and existing 
structures. 

In order to improve the clarity of P&P sheets, some of the aforementioned information, such 
as the intersection and driveway details that show pavement contours, sidewalks, shared-
use paths, pedestrian ramps, pavement structure, and grades, may be placed on additional 
sheets.

Driveway quantities shall be tabulated and summarized by driveway, indicating the 
corresponding plan sheet number. Pavement, roadway incidentals, MBGF, pavement 
markings, bridges, retaining walls, erosion control, and all other pay items shall be tabulated 
and summarized on the appropriate plan sheets. These plan sheet quantities shall then be 
included in the Project Quantity Spreadsheet summary tabulation of the various pay items. 
It is the intent of this requirement that a Project Quantity Spreadsheet be produced that 
includes all sheet quantities, tabulation of these individual quantities to produce the 
summary sheets and the E&Q sheets. The Project Engineer is requested to submit this 
spreadsheet for assistance in the review process at the 90% and 100% submittals. The 
Project Engineer’s seal, signature, and date are required.

9.4.1.M Roadway Standards & Details

Special roadway details may include drawings detailing grade crossings, turnouts, disposal 
and borrow site grading treatments, material source locations, removal plans, intersection 
details, and driveway details. The Project Engineer’s seal, signature, and date are 
required.

9.4.1.N  Drainage Plans

Drainage plans generally consist of four elements: (1) drainage area map and hydrologic 
and hydraulic (H&H) data, (2) hydraulic computations, (3) culvert or drainage structure 
layouts, and (4) drainage plan and profile sheets. Following is a brief content and format 
discussion for each of these elements.

Drainage Area Map and Hydrologic & Hydraulic Data:

The size and location of watersheds within the project area are documented on this 
sheet and used to develop the design flow, which in turn will determine the size of the 
proposed drainage structures and appurtenances. The contents of an area map include 
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major tributaries or streams being crossed, major highways and streets, and drainage 
area limits. Each drainage area needs to be labeled for runoff table cross-referencing 
and the location of structures and/or stream crossings.

Hydraulic Computations:

This sheet is used to verify the structure design and to present calculations. Culvert 
hydraulic calculations consist of a runoff table and a culvert computation table. 
Additional tables shall be shown for storm sewer runs, inlet computations, and ditch 
capacity/velocity calculations. In general, runoff computations shall indicate the method 
used (Rational or United States Geological Survey (USGS), the intensity values, runoff 
coefficients, and the design storm. Projects containing ditches shall include a listing by 
station of ditch depth, capacity, and velocity calculations for all proposed ditches. 
Including the computer generated analysis results in the plans is preferred for culvert 
sizing, storm sewer runs, and inlet computations.

For major stream-crossing bridge structures, the hydrologic and hydraulic (H&H) 
computations are summarized in a drainage report, also referred to as the H&H Report. 
The results of the study are also summarized on a drainage area map that is included in 
the plans. One drainage area map sheet is required per structure. This sheet shall
include a drainage area map showing the location and limits of the watershed, a typical 
stream cross section, a bridge summary table showing peak discharges and water 
surface elevations, a cross section summary table, gage station analysis and summary 
(if applicable), design storm frequency, hydraulic software utilized, and runoff 
computation method used.

Culvert or Drainage Structure Layouts:

Each proposed crossing culvert, including bridge-class culverts, shall have a cross 
section/profile showing the work to be done and the description of the culvert. Bridge-
class culverts, which are culverts with a width of 20 ft. or more along centerline of the 
roadway, must include a National Bridge Inventory (NBI) number. This sheet is also 
referred to as the culvert layout. Below is a list of items that shall be shown on the 
culvert layout sheet.

North arrow and horizontal and vertical scales; 

Existing ground and proposed grade lines; 

Direction of flow and flowline elevations; 

Centerline of roadway, structure centerline, and skew angle; 

Beginning and ending stations of the structure with flowline elevations; 

Structure slope and upstream and downstream channel slopes; 

Length of structure; 

Type of  end treatment including details; 

Roadway cross section along culvert, roadway width and clear zone dimension; 

Description of existing and proposed structure with appropriate standards; 

Hydraulic data (headwater and tailwater elevations for design year and 100-year 
events); 
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ROW and easement lines

Culvert layout sheets are generally prepared at a scale big enough to fit the structure 
graphics and all the associated labels. The vertical to horizontal scale ratio is generally 
2:1. The horizontal scale for drainage structure cross sections is typically 1 inch = 10 ft.
Smaller scales may be used in order to fit long culverts on a single sheet.

Drainage Plan and Profile Sheets:

The drainage plan and profile (P&P) sheets are required mainly on roadways with 
storm sewers. On projects with open roadside ditches, drainage P&P are not 
required, but ditch profiles shall be included on roadway P&P sheets. The drainage 
P&P sheets are typically prepared at the same horizontal and vertical scales of the 
roadway plans. The plan view shall show the location of inlets, storm sewers, 
culverts, and ditches, while the profile view shall show the storm sewer run
information, such as length, size, and type. Existing ground, proposed grade lines, 
design year and 100-year hydraulic grade line (HGL), existing utilities, and trench
excavation protection limits shall also be shown on the profile view. The Project 
Engineer’s seal, signature, and date are required.

9.4.1.O  Drainage Standards & Details

Special drainage details may include drawings detailing inlet modifications, pipe 
bedding, reinforced concrete pipe connections, flume, or channel details. The Project 
Engineer’s seal, signature, and date are required.

9.4.1.P  Utility Plans

Include existing utilities on roadway P&P sheets, unless proposed utilities are needed,
then separate utility plan sheets should be considered. In general, utility owners are 
responsible for utility adjustments/relocations within existing ROW. Thus, utility plans 
are not required. Refer to the Transportation Criteria Manual Section 8 for additional 
information on the process and preparation of the utility adjustment/relocation plans. 
Utility P&P sheets shall be prepared at the same scale as the roadway P&P sheets.
The Project Engineer’s seal, signature, and date are required.

9.4.1.Q Utility Standards & Details

Special utility details may include drawings detailing water and wastewater pipe 
connections, thrust blocks, joints and other appurtenances. The Project Engineer’s 
seal, signature, and date are required.

9.4.1.R  Structural Plans

Structural plans are required on all projects with proposed structures. Proposed 
structures include either retaining walls or bridges. 

Retaining Walls:

Structural plans for retaining walls include wall layouts, typical sections, geometry 
data, and details. Retaining wall layouts shall include plan and profile views
prepared typically at 1 inch = 20 ft. utilizing a vertical scale factor of 2:1. The profile 
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view shall show the front face of wall. All applicable items mentioned below for the 
bridge layouts shall be considered in the preparation of the retaining wall layout 
sheets. In addition, wall layouts shall include top of wall elevations as well as 
existing and proposed ground lines and elevations.

Typical sections for retaining walls shall include information such as pavement and 
graded slopes and widths, barrier or rail type and location, and proposed roadway 
reference. Geometry data sheets for retaining walls shall include sufficient 
information to enable the contractor to construct the walls. For mechanically
stabilized earth (MSE) type walls, this information shall include tieback identification
and location, wall height, panel width and length, and panel area.

Details for retaining walls may include structural, drainage, or miscellaneous 
drawings detailing the design and construction of these elements. The Project 
Engineer’s seal, signature, and date are required.

Bridges:

Structural plans for bridges consist of bridge layouts, typical sections, foundation 
data, bearing seat elevations, and structural details. Each bridge shall have a bridge 
layout sheet that includes a plan view and a profile view (elevation). Bridge layouts 
shall be prepared at 1 inch = 20 ft. scale with 2:1 vertical scale factor. The following 
is a list of items that shall be included on the bridge layout plan view:

Centerline or PGL (bearing and location)

Structure’s beginning and ending stations and elevations

All bent stations and bearings

Armor joint type, location, and size of seal (if needed)

Width of roadway and shoulders

Approach slab and curb returns

Direction of traffic and/or stream flow

North arrow and plan scale

Identification and location of test holes

Horizontal clearances (i.e. for structures, utilities, railroad tracks, etc.)

ROW (if applicable)

Horizontal alignment data (if applicable)

Cross slope and/or superelevation (if applicable)

Limits of riprap and blockout around column

Skew angle(s) of structure and/or bents

Railing type (specify rail type and show nominal face of rail)

Exterior beam line numbers (consistent with span details)

Pedestrian / bicycle accommodation (if applicable)

Features being crossed

Utility identification and locations
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Summary of bid items and estimated quantities (can be a separate sheet)

Railroad Exhibit A (if applicable)

The profile view of the bridge layout shall have the following:

Overall length of structure;

Lengths and types of units/spans;

Overall length, limits of payment, and type of railing (rail post spacing if needed 
to clear slab joints); 

Vertical curve data and grade;

Beginning and ending structure stations and elevations;

Fixed/expansion conditions at all bents;

Beam ends marked doweled or open;

Minimum calculated vertical clearances and other clearances as required (e.g. 
structures, utilities, railroad tracks, etc.); 

Existing and proposed ground lines clearly marked; 

Appropriate hydraulic data (if applicable); 

High-water elevation (if applicable); 

Scour information (if applicable); 

Datum elevations and stations; 

Column heights; 

Number, size, length, and type of foundations; 

Test holes, data, and information; 

Bent numbers clearly marked; 

Clearance sign(s) and any other needed signs attached to bridge(s); 

NBI number or the permanent structure number (PSN); 

Limits and type of riprap; 

Design speed, ADT, and functional classification. 

Bridge typical sections shall include an overall roadway width, shoulder width, curbs, 
concrete medians, sidewalks, cross slopes, and railings. The section shall also include 
reference to its location and shall highlight the main elements of the structure, such as 
the beams, deck, railing, and barrier.

Structural details pertain to drawings detailing the design and construction of 
abutments, bents, slabs, footings, framing plans, and wing walls. 

Applicable TxDOT standard drawings may be used in lieu of preparing structural detail 
sheets. The Project Engineer’s seal, signature, and date are required.

9.4.1.S  Structural Standards & Details

Special structural details may include drawings detailing prestressed concrete panels, 
permanent metal deck forms, optional drilled shaft reinforcing, and concrete riprap for 
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embankment slopes under bridge ends.  Refer to Transportation Criteria Manual Section 8
“Structures in the Right Of Way and in Easements” for additional information. The Project 
Engineer’s seal, signature, and date are required.

9.4.1.T  Traffic Signals, Illumination & Traffic Management Systems

This section includes proposed project elements in the following three main areas: (1) 
traffic signals, (2) electrical and illumination work, and (3) traffic management systems 
(TMS). The following is a brief discussion and a list of the plans that shall be included for 
each of these areas.

A traffic signal plan shall be prepared for each intersection or approach that includes the 
following proposed traffic signal elements:

Signal layout sheet (e.g. signal pole and mast arm locations, conduit runs, loop 
detectors, traffic lanes, signal head arrangements, etc.); 

Signal elevation sheet (e.g. elevation views from all directions showing signal 
head arrangement, signal pole types, and appendances); 

Signal wiring and signal phasing sheet; 

Summary sheet. 

Similar drawings will be required for temporary traffic signals required during the various 
construction phases. Signal layouts shall be prepared utilizing 1 inch = 40 ft. scale.

Electrical and illumination layout sheets shall include:

Layouts of lighting pole and luminaire; 

Lighting details; 

Electrical service; 

Conduit run locations. 

These plans shall be prepared at the same scale as the roadway plans. On small projects, 
the proposed electrical and illumination elements can be shown on the pavement markings 
and signing plans. A quantity summary with sheet totals shall be included on each sheet. 
Voltage drop calculations for the various circuits will be a requirement at the 60%, 90%, 
and 100% submissions.

TMS plans, if needed, denote surveillance and control system items, such as traffic 
cameras, changeable message signs, vehicle detection, conduit runs, and any other 
intelligent transportation system. These plans shall also be prepared at the same scale as 
the roadway plans. The Project Engineer’s seal, signature, and date are required.

9.4.1.U  Traffic Signal And Illumination Standards & Details

Special traffic signal details may include drawings detailing signal pole foundation, 
signal support structures (single mast arm assembly), and electrical details-conduit.
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9.4.1.V  Pavement Markings And Signing Plans

The pavement markings and signing plans depict the location, type, color, dimensions, 
and standard number of all proposed markings and signs. These plans shall include 
both pavement marking and signing elements on the same plan and shall be prepared 
at the same scale as the roadway plans. On large and complex projects, the pavement
markings and signs may have to be placed on separate plans for clarity andsimplicity.

In addition to the pavement marking and sign plans, this section shall also include 
overhead sign and elevation details, bridge sign details, large and small sign details, 
and miscellaneous sign details. These details shall show the location, size, and
dimension of the panel, support, mounts, and accessories of all proposed sign 
structures as necessary. These details shall be developed at a scale sufficient to 
clearly show the proposed elements and labels.

All pavement markings and sign plans shall be in accordance with the latest edition of 
the TMUTCD.  SignCAD software shall be used to create customized signs not 
included in the Standard Highway Sign Designs for Texas. The Project Engineer’s seal, 
signature, and date are required.

9.4.1.W Pavement Marking And Signing Standards & Details

Special pavement marking and signing details may include drawings detailing
delineators, object markers, pavement markings, pavement markers, sign mounting,
and signs.

9.4.1.X  Erosion Control

The plan sheets for the erosion control plan, including the Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan (SW3P), are drawings that detail the measures required to protect 
resources and to comply with environmental permit stipulations. These drawings shall
be prepared in accordance with the City’s Stormwater Management Program and MS4
Permit, and shall be in compliance with the stipulations in the Texas Pollutant Discharge 
Elimination System (TPDES) permit. 

These sheets address temporary erosion control measures during project construction
as well as any permanent erosion controls that are required. An SW3P sheet and
erosion control plans are required for any project with soil disturbance. As a minimum,
the first sheet of the erosion control plan is the SW3P, which is the narrative portion,
and any additional sheets would show the locations and types of any erosion control 
features needed. Erosion control plans shall be prepared at the same scale as the 
roadway plan. The SW3P shall comply with the approved Water Pollution Abatement 
Plan (WPAP), if applicable. 

While not a required plan sheet, a WPAP is required for any regulated (i.e. construction)
activity conducted in the Edwards Aquifer Recharge Zone. A WPAP is a detailed plan 
that outlines best management practices (BMPs) that will be implemented in order to 
protect water quality when a regulated activity is conducted in the Edwards Aquifer 
Recharge Zone. The WPAP must be submitted and approved by Texas Commission 
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on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) prior to construction for any project located over the 
Edwards Aquifer Recharge Zone.

9.4.1.Y  Erosion Control Standards & Details

Special erosion control details may include drawings detailing sediment control fence, 
rock filter dams, and tree protection. Additional special details may be necessary to
detail grading, wetland restoration, and vegetation replacement for projects with wetland
impacts or/and mitigation.

Commitments for environmental mitigation features, which are contained in the 
environmental documentation, shall be detailed as necessary and included in the 
project plans as special details and/or shown at the end of the Erosion Control 
Standards and Details section. The Project Engineer’s seal, signature, and date are 
required.

9.4.1.Z  Cross Sections

Sufficient information shall be shown on each of the sections to accurately determine 
the extent of the proposed work. A scale of 1 inch = 20 ft. is typically used for cross 
sections. The horizontal to vertical scale is typically 2:1 resulting in a vertical scale of 1
inch = 10 ft. If this scale is unsuitable, use more appropriate scale to show the extent of 
the proposed work.

Cross sections shall be cut at 50 ft. intervals and at all cross streets. Earthwork
quantities on all projects shall be based on cross sections spaced at 50 ft. maximum.

Cross sections shall also show the existing and proposed grade lines depicting the 
slopes, widths, and depths of proposed material. Offsets and elevations of all critical 
segment points shall also be shown. ROW and easement lines shall be clearly marked.

9.4.1.AA Other

Additional plan sheets may be required to address issues, such as material source 
rehabilitation, disposal or borrow area restoration, intersection details, special 
landscaping plantings, and other enhancements. If there is a substantial amount of 
demolition work to be done, separate plan sheets (removal layouts) showing the 
proposed demolition work shall be utilized.

9.4.2 Sealing Plans

All original final plan drawings, except for Estimate and Quantity, Summary, and 
Standard sheets, are to be signed, sealed, and dated by a registered Professional 
Engineer (P.E.) or a registered Professional Land Surveyor (RPLS) as appropriate 
under current Texas law.

Either an original signature or an electronic signature will be accepted as detailed in 
Statutes’ Regulation of Engineering, Architecture, Land Surveying, and Related 
Practices (6 Tex. OCC).
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All interim submittals shall include a preliminary stamp with the registered professional 
name and license number along with the submittal date. This stamp shall state the
preliminary nature of the plans and that they shall not be used for bidding or 
construction.

Any changes made to the plans prior to letting will have to be coordinated between the 
City and Project Engineer, approved by the Project Engineer, and plans shall be 
signed, sealed, and dated as stated above. The Project Engineer shall be aware of any 
necessary changes made to the plans after letting; however, the Project Engineer will
not be liable for any changes made to the plans without his/her consultation.

9.4.3 Copyright Data

As mentioned previously, the County copyright statement shall be added to the Title 
Sheet:

© 20xx by City of Round Rock, Texas. All rights reserved.

On all other sheets, except for the standard plan and standard detail sheets, an 
abbreviated form of the copyright statement can be used:

© 20xx City of Round Rock, Texas.

9.4.4 Plan Checklist

A checklist is required for each PS&E submittal on all projects, which is provided by the 
City. See Section 9.6 for more information. All items on the checklist shall be checked 
or labeled as N/A with an appropriate explanation. All unchecked items are considered
missing.

9.4.5 PS&E Package

A PS&E package shall be submitted for each project at various submittal levels. The 
PS&E package is to be prepared by the Project Engineer and shall include the 
following (refer to corresponding checklists):

Plans – Refer to Transportation Criteria Manual Section 9.4.1 for more 
information. Plans shall be signed and sealed for the Final PS&E submittal.

Technical Specifications – The Project Engineer is responsible for the 
preparation of all special contract requirements, including special specifications 
and modifications to standard specifications relating to an individual project. 

Project Manual – The Project Engineer shall obtain the current project manual 
and bidding documents from the City for use in the preparation of the final PS&E 
package. The template indicates where project information is inserted by the 
Project Engineer.  No other revisions to standard bidding documents are to be 
made by the Project Engineer.

Project Engineer's Cost Estimate – The Cost Estimate shall be prepared for 
construction quantities covering all items of the proposed work. The Cost 
Estimate shall include, according to bid item order, a separate line for each item, 
and a total block at the end of the last page. The total block shall include a 
summary of each of the section subtotals and a grand total. The item line shall
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include the item code, item description, unit, quantity, estimated unit cost, and 
total item amount. Cost Estimates shall include appropriate non-bid items, 
including force account items. The Project Engineer is not required to estimate 
costs for preliminary engineering, construction engineering, utility relocation, or 
ROW acquisition. A statement shall be included that defines the prices as current 
or contains inflation percentages for future date consideration. 

Geotechnical Engineering Report – Use acceptable standard practices in 
performing and documenting the geotechnical engineering work for all City 
roadway projects.  These practices include field surveys, field operations, soil 
and rock classifications, wall and structure design, soil stability, and undercutting 
recommendations (refer to the Transportation Criteria Manual Section 8 and
TxDOT’s Geotechnical Manual for more detailed information regarding 
geotechnical engineering). The geotechnical engineering report shall also 
include pavement design for the project.  Refer to Transportation Criteria Manual 
Section 3 for detailed information on required design effort.

Drainage Report – Use acceptable standard practices in performing and 
documenting the hydrology and hydraulics used to design drainage structures and 
systems throughout the project.  These practices include data collection, field 
surveys, hydrologic and hydraulic analysis, and a summary of conclusions and 
recommendations. Refer to the TxDOT Hydraulic Design Manual for more detailed 
information regarding drainage reports.  

9.4.6 Bid Documents

In addition to the PS&E package, the Project Engineer will be responsible for the
preparation of the Project Manual (Bid Documents) including: 

Cover Page (signed and sealed)

Bid Addenda (refer to Section 9.5.1.1)

Bid Form

Technical Specifications 

Plan Drawings 

Geotechnical Report (refer to Section 9.4.5)

A typical Table of Contents will include the following, at a minimum: 

Section Description
00020 Notice to Bidders
00100 Instructions to Bidders
00200 Bid Bond
00300 Bid Form
00410 Statement of Bidders Safety Experience
00500 Agreement
00600 Insurance and Construction Bond Forms

Performance and Payment Bond Instructions
Insurance Instructions

00610 Performance Bond
00620 Payment Bond
00650 Certificate of Liability Insurance 
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00700 General Conditions
00800 Supplemental General Conditions
00900 Special Conditions
01000 Technical Specifications (refer to Section 9.4.5)
02000 Plans, Details and Notes (refer to Section 9.4.1)

The Project Engineer shall furnish one (1) hardcopy of the original signed and sealed Title 
Sheet and Project Manual cover page of the final bid documents to the City along with PDF 
and required native file formats.

9.5 PROJECT BIDDING PHASE

The purpose of this section is to outline the basic steps that must be taken in preparation for the 
advertising, bid opening, and awarding of City projects.

9.5.1 Process

After the PS&E assembly is deemed complete and the City gives approval to advertise the 
project, the following steps must be taken: 

9.5.1.1 Advertisement

The City will notify the Project Engineer of the scheduled pre-bid meeting and bid opening 
date. The Project Engineer must attend the pre-bid meeting. The Project Engineer shall
bring one (1) set of bid documents (plans and project manual) and be prepared to respond
to Contractor questions. The Project Engineer will prepare and distribute addenda as
needed.

9.5.1.2 Bidding

The Project Engineer shall attend the bid opening and receive one (1) copy of each bid 
submitted.

9.5.1.3 Award

The Project Engineer shall review the bids and check for errors or obvious imbalances. 
The Project Engineer shall also prepare and submit the bid tabulation and written 
recommendation regarding award of the contract to the City. 

9.5.1.4 Post-Award / Pre-Construction

The Project Engineer will attend the pre-construction meeting with the Contractor if 
requested by the City and shall be prepared to answer any questions the Contractor may 
have regarding the bid documents.

9.5.1.5 Construction

The Project Engineer will review submittals and shop drawings on request. The Project 
Engineer will respond to Requests for Information (RFI) submitted by the Contractor in a 
timely manner and prepare requested plan revisions.

For projects requiring a WPAP, Project Engineer will be required to inspect BMPs and 
provide a certification letter as required by TCEQ when Construction is complete. 
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9.5.1.6 Record Drawings

Prior to City acceptance of new transportation facilities, the transportation as-built plans 
must be submitted electronically. They must be submitted electronically in shapefile 
format (projectname_transschem.shp).  The file shall be georeferenced to the State Plane 
Grid Coordinate System – Texas Central zone (4203) or may be in surface coordinates 
provided it contains a minimum of two (2) survey points referenced to the City of Round 
Rock Control Network and be labeled in US feet. It must also include rotation information 
and the scale factor required to convert the surface coordinates to grid coordinates.  

  

Other electronic versions of the transportation as-built plans may be accepted but only with 
express approval from the Transportation Department.  PDF, JPEG, TIF, or other types of 
image files will not be accepted. This requirement is in addition to the submittal of the 
sealed Record Drawings.  

. 



9.6.A Design Summary Report



DESIGN SUMMARY REPORT (DSR)

Preliminary
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Programming and Funding Data

Breakdown of Funding Participation

Preliminary Engineering Construction Right of Way Eligible Utility Relocation

% $ % $ % $ % $

Totals

See attached copy of current cost estimate.
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Existing Elements

Stream
Name

Structure
Number

Structure
Length

Structure
Type

Date of
Construction

Sidewalk
Width

Clear Rdwy.
Width

Sufficiency
Rating

Station Number of
Barrels

Sizes Type
(shape & material)



Advanced Project Development Elements
Surveying

Is planimetric needed? Yes No

Status of aerial photography: Complete In progress Not started Not proposed

Status of field surveys: Complete In progress Not started

Has vertical and horizontal control been established on the ground? Yes No

Additional elements to be surveyed (drainage channels, intersecting streets, etc.)

Is existing ROW staking required? Yes No
Status: Complete In progress Not started Responsible office:

Comments:

Schematic development

Is a geometric schematic required? Yes No If yes, responsible office:

Is a signing schematic required? Yes No If yes, responsible office:

Schematic status

Percent Complete _______% Approval authority: FHWA TxDOT CoRR

Need preliminary schematic by: Need approved schematic by: Approval date:

Comments:

Public Hearing: Scheduled Opp. Afforded Held Not Required   Date:

What type of 3D model will be developed? (Choose all that apply) Basic Corridor Model Automated Machine Guidance
Visualization Model Contract Model    Comments:

Environmental Commitments & Issues

Anticipated type of environmental document required: CE EA EIS

Office responsible for preparing environmental document:

Has environmental document been approved? Yes No

Public Meetings: Proposed Not Proposed Scheduled Held MAPO
Dates:

Public Hearing: Scheduled Opp. Afforded Held Not Required   Date:

Environmental commitments

Noise

Air quality

Wetlands/Section 404 Permit:

Individual permit required?

Nationwide permit required?

Water quality:

Natural Resources:

Vegetation:

Endangered species:

Other:

Cultural resources

Archeology:

Historical:

Social, economic, environmental justice:

4f, 6f:

Other:

Are hazardous materials issues anticipated? Yes No

Environmental Issues Permits Commitments (EPIC) Sheet completed? Yes No

Office responsible for fulfilling commitments:

Comments
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Proposed Right of Way & Utility Elements

Right of way elements

Usual ROW width:

Additional ROW needed to accommodate design features (side slopes, sound walls, etc.)

Have adjacent property owners been identified? Yes No

Is additional ROW required? Yes No

How many parcels will be involved in ROW acquisition?

Are easements required (drainage or construction? Yes No

Is control of access
needed?

Yes No

Have ROW map/plats/descriptions been prepared for parcels? Yes No

Is relocation assistance required? Yes No

Number of residences:

Number of businesses:

Other improvements:

Comments:

Major utility facilities

Preliminary utility inventory

Utility Type Describe potential conflict

Have utility conflicts been determined? Yes No

Has Subsurface Utility Engineering been requested or performed to locate utilities? Yes No

Have utility agreements been prepared through district ROW office?

Comments:

Yes No



Proposed Geometric Design Elements
Note: Design features listed in tables may not apply to every project.

Functional classification (select one):

freeway arterial major collector minor collector local

Highway type (select one): urban freeway urban frontage road rural freeway rural frontage road

rural two-lane suburban roadway urban street bike/pedestrian trail rural multilane

Proposed work (select one): 4R/new construction 3R 2R Terrain (choose all that apply): level rolling

Traffic

Street Existing ADT ADT (letting year) ADT (design year)

Unless the City of Round Rock provides this data, submit five-year and twenty-year forecasts of average daily traffic
volumes including traffic loadings by axle load spectrum or vehicle classifications as defined by the FHWA on
existing and proposed roads and streets within or affected by the facility.

Design criteria

Design Guidelines
Existing Value Proposed Value

Design Elements Minimum Desirable Figure/Table

Design speed

Maximum horizontal curvature

Maximum superelevation rate

K value - sag

K value - crest

Maximum grade

Minimum grade

Other:

C.Roadside features (See attached typical sections.)

Roadside Feature Unit Value Comments

Border width

Sidewalk Location: width

Cross slope - sidewalk %

Ditch front slope -usual ratio

Ditch front slop - maximum ratio

Ditch back slope - usual ratio

Ditch back slope - maximum ratio

Maximum fill height before retaining wall height

Clear zone width

Other:
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Proposed Geometric Design Elements (continued)
D.Roadway surface features (See attached typical sections.)

Roadway Feature Dimension Comments

Thru Lanes Proposed

Ultimate

Other Longitudinal
elements

Bike Lane (on-street)

Shared-use curb lane

Parking

Bridge width

Curb offset

Shoulders (ML) Inside

Outside

Median

Raised

Flush

Depressed

Opening spacing

Opening width

Speed Change
Lanes

Lane width

Storage length

Taper length

Shoulders

Cross
Slopes

Thru lanes

Shoulders

Structure clearances Horizontal

Vertical

In order to accommodate OS/OW loads on frequently permitted routes, design consideration for vertical clearance on new structures should not be
limited to other vertical clearances along the route. Even though it may take a generation or longer to increase vertical clearance throughout a
frequently permitted route, progression toward that goal has to be considered for each new structure in conversation with the Transportation Director’s
office and City Highway maintenance personnel.

When selecting lane widths, horizontal and vertical clearances, pavement designs and turning radii at intersections consideration should be given to
whether the facility is already a permitted or possibly permitted as an oversize and overweight (OS/OW) load route. The Transportation Director’s office
or the City’s Maintenance Records could provide useful information in making this determination. To accommodate the overheight loads increased
vertical clearance could be considered, as well as consider the option to design the facility carrying the OS/OW loads to go over the other facilities.
Providing increased lane widths and performing evaluations of the pavement designs using the "Modified Texas Triaxial Design Method" will ensure
accommodation of wide and overweight loads and help with deterioration of pavements and save on the system's maintenance costs.

E. Connecting roadways (See attached typical sections.)

Design Element Ramps Direct Connectors Crossroads

Design speed

Maximum horizontal curve

Maximum grade

Minimum grade

Proper number of lanes

Lane width

Inside shoulder

Outside shoulder

Other:

Are design exceptions/waivers required?

If yes, what design elements?

Yes No



Proposed Bridge Design Data

Structure Number Railroad
crossing?

Type of
Existing

Rail

Type of
Proposed

Rail

Proposed
approach
treatment

Turn-arounds
provided?

Retaining walls
proposed?

Bridge widening Are bridge design exceptions/
waivers required? If yes, for what

design elements?

Structure
Number

Structure
Location

Clearance Clear Rdwy.
width

Length
Over-pass OR

under-pass
Foundation type Super-structure

type
Sub-structure

typeHoriz. Vert.
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Proposed Hydraulic Elements

Notes:

Functional Classification
and Structure Type

Check 100-
yr Flood?

Freeways

Principal arterials

Minor arterials and collectors
(

Local roads and streets

Storm drain systems

Other:



Proposed Hydraulic Elements (continued)
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Proposed Hydraulic Elements (continued)



Proposed Pavement Structure Elements

D. (See attached typical sections.)

Pavement Structure Element Roadway Shoulder

Widen existing

Main lanes

Frontage roads

Direct connectors

Ramps

Detours

Crossroads

Other:

Proposed Traffic Operations Elements
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Proposed Miscellaneous Elements

See attached typical sections.



Appendix
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Comments and Concurrence

Note:



Suggested Attendance

INVITED ATTENDED
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Suggested Agenda

Prior to the Preliminary Design Conference, experienced district representatives from traffic operations,
design, construction and maintenance should visit the site together to review existing conditions.



Site Visit

Planning Stage site analysis of land, location, and possible environmental impacts can improve scope
development and reduce key feature(s) oversight. Documents and media files gathered during a site visit by
subject matter experts can aid preliminary design and project estimate development.

Site Visit
Date(s)

Name Company/Organization Role
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Suggested Report Material



9.6.B Design Exception / Waiver Request



Page 1 of 3

DESIGN EXCEPTION / DESIGN WAIVER REQUEST

Project Description

Project Name:

Description of Work:

General Information

Type of Request: Design Exception Design Waiver

Route and Design Classification:
Rural Local
Suburban Collector
Urban Arterial

Traffic: Posted Speed: mph Current ADT:
Design Speed: mph Design ADT:

D: %
K: %
T: %

Other traffic considerations:

Work Classification

Work Type

Applicable Design Guideline:

Provide supporting documentation/exhibits for the request. (Exhibits may include typical
sections, geometric details, correspondence from other sections, agencies, etc.)



Design Exception/Design Waiver Request

Page 2 of 3

1. Design Exception/Design Waiver for the following element(s) of work.  Mark all requested.

Controlling Criteria
Design Speed * Clear Zone
Lane Width * Cross Slope *
Super elevation * Guardrail
Shoulder Width * Vertical Clearance *
Vertical Alignment * Bridge Width *
Horizontal Alignment * Structural Capacity *
Stopping Sight Distance * Horizontal Clearance
Grade * Hydraulic Design Storm
Median Width
Lateral Offset to Obstruction * (FHWA criteria only)

* FHWA Controlling Design Criteria.  An exception from FHWA is required.  Note that FHWA only requires that the minimum
values cited in the Green Book be met.

Other
Explain: Provide explanation of other elements requested.

2. Provide a synopsis of the scope of the project, the situation encountered and the problem
to be mitigated.
Provide description.

3. Describe the proposed design exception/waiver. Provide the proposed and standard
values of the design exception/waiver element, citing City of Round Rock Transportation
Criteria Manual, TxDOT Roadway Design Manual, AASHTO, TMUTCD or other criteria.
Provide description.

4. Discuss the project’s compatibility with adjacent roadway sections.
Provide description.

5. Discuss alternatives to the exception that were considered.
Provide description.

6. Provide a safety review of the project and as it relates to the proposed design
exception/waiver. All Design Exceptions must have a Safety Review and Crash Analysis.
Provide description.

7. Discuss the cost of the project (construction and right of way) and the cost differential
between proposed design and a design that would meet guidelines.
Provide description.



Design Exception/Design Waiver Request

Page 3 of 3

8. Discuss impacts other than costs of bringing the features up to standard (such as impacts
to other design features, the natural and built environment, historical features, construction
issues, social concerns, reduction of design life, etc.)
Provide description.

9. Discuss proposed mitigation to address design exception feature, if applicable. Possible
countermeasures may include advisory signs, lighting, guardrail, signing, rumble strips, future work to address
design exception, incremental improvement, etc.
See link: FHWA - Mitigation Strategies for Design Exceptions
Provide description.

Required Signatures

Prepared By: Printed Name:

Title:

Date: Firm:

Approved By City of Round Rock Transportation Director: Date:



9.6.C Design Checklists



Project Name/Number: _____________________________________

Type of Work: _____________________________________________

Design and Construction Standards - Plan Checklist

1

Schematic Submission

Completed Checklist Must be Submitted with Plans

General

City name & logo, Project name, roadway name and limits, Project length, Bridge length (if applicable) and
Project description
Design block including roadway classification, design speed, and traffic data, including current and design
ADT, truck percent, directional distribution, and design DHV

Vicinity map

If applicable, the existing and proposed control of access lines

Existing and proposed traffic volumes and, as applicable, turning movement volumes

Direction of traffic flow on all roadways

Geometrics of speed change and auxiliary lanes

Governing specifications and date of adoption

Project Layout

A suitable scale shall be utilized to clearly show project features, such as the beginning and end of the
project, street names, baseline stations, horizontal alignment data, existing and proposed ROW, advance
project warning signs, or any other pertinent information not shown elsewhere in the plan set.

Scale shall not be smaller than 1 inch = 400 ft.

The station and coordinates of the beginning and ending project points shall be labeled.

The location of interchanges, mainlanes, grade separations, frontage roads, turnarounds, and ramps
For freeways, the location and text of the proposed mainlane guide signs should be shown. Lane lines
and/or arrows indicating the number of lanes should be shown

Location of retaining walls and/or noise walls

Typical Sections

Existing section shows the existing ROW, approximate lane and median widths, lane direction, shoulders,
curbs, rail, border width, pavement structure and Station limits.
Proposed sections illustrate the depths, dimensions, and station limits for every type of material in the
proposed pavement structure.
Proposed Typical Section including ROW, lane widths, lane direction, shoulders, curbs, rail, border width,
Horizontal Control, Design Values, Minimum Design Values, Design Exception (if applicable), and Station
limits for all roadways (main roadways, major and minor side streets, and ramps)

Exclude bridge limits and ensure typical bridge section is included, if applicable

Type and depth for all pavement layers including any subgrade preparation
Show incidental roadway items such as curb and gutters, sidewalk, guardrail, underdrains, geotextile fabrics,
barriers, etc.

Control point for the Profile Grade Line (PGL)

Project baseline and roadway centerline locations

Cross slopes in percent (%) on roadway and shoulders; Side slopes as ratio (H:V) outside of shoulders.

Include a typical section for each unique section of roadway.



Project Name/Number: _____________________________________

Type of Work: _____________________________________________

Design and Construction Standards - Plan Checklist

2

Schematic Submission

Traffic Control

Sequence of construction general notes

Sequence of work outline for Traffic Control (showing basic concept of how to handle traffic during
construction, including preliminary phasing)

Preliminary Intersection Layouts

Roadway Plans

North arrow, scale and legend
Existing roadway features including: roadway alignments, edge of pavement and curb, medians,
driveways, drainage structures, utilities, sidewalks, etc. Existing roadways and structures to be closed or
removed.

Boundaries (city, county, etc.), bodies of water (streams, lakes, rivers, etc.), street and roadway names.

Alignment baseline stationing tick marks and labels every 100 ft, curve and point of intersection data,
bearings, equations, and critical points stations such as PIs, PCs, PTs, etc.

Intersection data (Stations, edge of pavement radius, etc.) of all proposed driveways and connecting
roadways

Begin & end project notation and Stations to cover all proposed work
Existing and proposed ROW and permanent easement lines and widths at each break within project
limits

Proposed pavement (lane and shoulder) widths and cross slopes at all break points and transitions, lane
direction arrow, prop. curb and sidewalks

Indicate structure number, quantity, location, type, size of all proposed drainage structures

Show location, type, and limits or lengths of proposed roadway elements with appropriate notation

Ensure Minimum Design Values are met
Show all work constrained to ROW and/or easements, including temporary construction easements and
structure demolition limits

Roadway Profiles

Stations along bottom at 50 ft intervals and datum elevations along the sides

Profile grade line (PGL) and existing ground line with elevations at 50' to 2 decimal places

Vertical alignment data (Grades in percent to 2 decimal places, VPI Station, elevation, curve length, K
value, begin and end curve Station and elevation, etc.)

Show all proposed drainage or other structures

Show existing utilities

Vertical Clearances (where applicable)

Ensure Minimum K-values are met



Project Name/Number: _____________________________________

Type of Work: _____________________________________________

Design and Construction Standards - Plan Checklist

3

Schematic Submission

Bridge Typical Sections

Roadway width and cross slope, shoulder width and cross slope

Type, location, and width of barriers or bridge railing

Show sidewalks, curbs, medians, etc.

Type, location, depth, and width of structural elements (deck, railing, beams, etc.)

Show baseline location and applicable station ranges

Show control point for Profile Grade Line (PGL)

Design Submittal Supplements

Design Summary Form

Design schedule – update

Construction cost estimate

Construction time determination estimate

Geotechnical investigations report, if applicable
Drainage report, if applicable

Notes or comments:

________________________________________________________     _________________
ENGINEER OF RECORD Date

Print Sign



Project Name/Number: _____________________________________

Type of Work: _____________________________________________

Design and Construction Standards - Plan Checklist

1

30% Submission

Completed Checklist Must be Submitted with Plans

Title Sheet
City name & logo, Project name, roadway name and limits, Project length, Bridge length (if applicable) and
Project description
Design block including roadway classification, design speed, and traffic data, including current and design
ADT, truck percent, directional distribution, and design DHV

Vicinity map

Sheet index (sheet numbers and descriptions – if not separate sheet)

Project Layout

A suitable scale shall be utilized to clearly depict and label existing and proposed project features.

The station and coordinates of the beginning and ending project points shall be labeled.

Typical Sections

Existing typical section showing the ROW, approximate lane and median widths, lane direction,
shoulders, curbs, rail, border width, pavement structure and Station limits.
Proposed Typical Section including ROW, lane widths, lane direction, shoulders, curbs, rail, border
width, Horizontal Control, Design Values, Minimum Design Values, Design Exception (if applicable),
and Station limits for all roadways (main roadways, major and minor side streets, and ramps)
Proposed sections illustrate the depths, dimensions, and station limits for every type of material in the
proposed pavement structure, including subgrade preparation.

Exclude bridge limits and ensure typical bridge section is included, if applicable

Type and depth for all pavement layers including any subgrade preparation
Show incidental roadway items such as curb and gutters, sidewalk, guardrail, underdrains, geotextile
fabrics, barriers, etc.

Control point for the Profile Grade Line (PGL)

Project baseline and roadway centerline locations
Cross slopes in percent (%) on roadway and shoulders; Side slopes as ratio (H:V) outside of
shoulders.

Include a typical section for each unique section of roadway.

General Notes

General design notes applicable to the project.

Survey Data

Benchmark locations and numbers

Control point coordinates, locations, elevations, and detailed descriptions

Notation to vertical datum and the horizontal coordinate system

Horizontal alignment and annotation (Stations, bearings, PC’s, PT’s, etc.)



Project Name/Number: _____________________________________

Type of Work: _____________________________________________

Design and Construction Standards - Plan Checklist

2

30% Submission

Quantity Sheets

Preliminary Summary Sheets (Major Bid Items and Totals)

Traffic Control

Sequence of construction general notes
Sequence of work outline for Traffic Control (showing basic concept of how to handle traffic during
construction, including preliminary phasing)

Preliminary Intersection Layouts

Roadway Plans

North arrow, scale and legend
Show existing roadway features including: roadway alignments, edge of pavement and curb, medians,
driveways, drainage structures, utilities, sidewalks, etc. Existing roadways and structures to be closed or
removed.

Boundaries (city, county, etc.), bodies of water (streams, lakes, rivers, etc.), street and roadway names
Alignment baseline stationing tick marks and labels every 100 ft., curve and point of intersection data,
bearings, equations, and critical points stations such as PIs, PCs, PTs, etc.
Intersection data (Stations, edge of pavement radius, etc.) of all proposed driveways and connecting
roadways

Begin & end project notation and Stations to cover all proposed work

Existing and proposed ROW and permanent easement lines and widths at each break within project limits
Proposed pavement (lane and shoulder) widths and cross slopes at all break points and transitions, lane
direction arrow, prop. curb and sidewalks

Indicate structure number, quantity, location, type, size of all proposed drainage structures

Show location, type, and limits or lengths of proposed roadway elements with appropriate notation

Ensure Minimum Design Values are met
Show all work constrained to ROW and/or easements, including temporary construction easements and
structure demolition limits

Roadway Profile

Stations along bottom at 50 ft. intervals and datum elevations along the sides

Profile grade line (PGL) and existing ground line with elevations at 50' to 2 decimal places

Vertical alignment data (Grades in percent to 2 decimal places, VPI Station, elevation, curve length, K
value, begin and end curve Station and elevation, etc.)

Show all proposed drainage or other structures

Show existing utilities

Vertical Clearances (where applicable)

Ensure Minimum K-values are met



Project Name/Number: _____________________________________

Type of Work: _____________________________________________

Design and Construction Standards - Plan Checklist

3

30% Submission

Culvert Layouts

Plan and profile view for bridge class culverts or cross section for regular culverts

Plan view – north arrow, begin & end of structure Stations and elevations, structure & roadway
baselines with skew angle, traffic flow direction, etc.

Roadway cross section along culvert centerline

Existing & proposed grade lines, ROW lines and width, easements, etc.

Roadway baseline, skew angle, and flow direction

Structure slope & flow line elevations, upstream and downstream soil slopes, and structure dimensions
from baseline

Length, size, type, skew, and slope of structure

End treatment size, type, and dimensions

Drainage Plan and Profile

Show legend for plan and profile elements

Plan – north arrow, baseline stations, ROW

Plan – show drainage area boundaries

Plan – show drainage structures (number, type, length, layout, station, offset, etc.), links (number, type,
length, flow direction, etc.), and outlet pipes (number, flow direction, etc.)

Profile – show drainage structures (number, layout, type, control elevations), links (layout, size, type,
length, design flow, flow capacity, etc.), and hydraulic grade line (HGL)

Profile – show natural ground and PGL

Utilities

Include utility layout sheets showing latest information for existing utilities

Retaining Walls

Preliminary retaining wall layouts showing limits, ranges in height, and type of wall
Orientation: place walls on the plan sheet such that the elevation is looking at the "Front face" of the
retaining wall. Rotate the plan view to correspond with the elevation.  Show appropriate roadway stationing
and north arrow

Plot the soil core boring locations

Show ROW where applicable



Project Name/Number: _____________________________________

Type of Work: _____________________________________________

Design and Construction Standards - Plan Checklist

4

30% Submission

Bridge Layout – Plan View

Baselines with stations, bearings, alignment data, and north arrow

Pavement width (roadway & shoulders), and traffic flow or stream flow

Cross slope and superelevation data

Begin and end structure stations

ROW & easement lines

Bent stations and bearings

Skew angle of structure and bents
Existing contours

Railing type, location, and limits

Limits & slope of riprap or erosion control treatment

Bridge Layout – Profile View

Provide national bridge inventory (NBI) number, if applicable

Type, length, and size of units or spans

Overall length, payment limits, railing type & post spacing

Existing & proposed ground lines with elevations

Existing & proposed water surface elevations for design year storm if applicable

Vertical curve data and grades

Begin and end structure stations and elevations

Bent numbers & fixed/ expansion conditions at all bents

Column heights and type, length, size, and number of foundation elements

Limits & slope of riprap or erosion control treatment

Bridge Typical Sections

Roadway width and cross slope, shoulder width and cross slope

Type, location, and width of barriers or bridge railing

Show sidewalks, curbs, medians, etc.

Type, location, depth, and width of structural elements (deck, railing, beams, etc.)

Show baseline location and applicable station ranges

Show control point for Profile Grade Line (PGL)



Project Name/Number: _____________________________________

Type of Work: _____________________________________________

Design and Construction Standards - Plan Checklist

5

30% Submission

Design Submittal Supplements

Design Summary Report (DSR)

Design schedule - update

Initial construction cost estimate

Initial construction time determination

Special Provision form for right-of-way acquisition

Special Provision form for utility relocations

Special Provision form for environmental clearance

Geotechnical investigations report

Drainage report, if applicable

Database of property owner information and executed Right-of-Entry forms

Submittal package in pdf format

Notes and comments:

________________________________________________________     _________________
ENGINEER OF RECORD Date

Print Sign



Project Name/Number: _____________________________________

Type of Work: _____________________________________________

Design and Construction Standards - Plan Checklist

1

60% Submission

Completed Checklist Must be Submitted with Plans

Title Sheet

City name & logo, Project name, roadway name and limits, Project length, Bridge length (if applicable) and
Project description

Design block including roadway classification, design speed, and traffic data, including current and design
ADT, truck percent, directional distribution, and design DHV

Project length (roadway length, bridge length, and total length) in feet to 2 decimal places and in miles to 3
decimal places
Vicinity map (north arrow, project location, project limits, equations, exceptions to project length, city and
county names, highway designation, road and street names, and name and description of adjoining
projects

Key map (City map and Project location)

Signature blocks (provisions for signatures of officials approving the plans – Design Engineer, City of
Round Rock officials)

Miscellaneous (watershed names, area of disturbed soil in acres, and design exceptions)

Copyright statement

Applicable Standard Specifications

Complete sheet index (sheet numbers & descriptions with no number overlaps or gaps)

Project Layout

A suitable scale shall be utilized to clearly depict and label existing and proposed project features.

The station and coordinates of the beginning and ending project points shall be labeled.

Project control point locations with coordinates, station/ offsets, and descriptions

Horizontal alignment with annotation of all entities (bearings, PC’s, PT’s, etc.)

Horizontal and vertical control data or reference

Typical Sections

Existing typical section showing the ROW, approximate lane and median widths, lane direction,
shoulders, curbs, rail, border width, pavement structure and Station limits.
Proposed Typical Section including ROW, lane widths, lane direction, shoulders, curbs, rail, border
width, Horizontal Control, Design Values, Minimum Design Values, Design Exception (if applicable),
and Station limits for all roadways (main roadways, major and minor side streets, and ramps)
Proposed sections illustrate the depths, dimensions, and station limits for every type of material in the
proposed pavement structure, including subgrade preparation.

Exclude bridge limits and ensure typical bridge section is included, if applicable

Type and depth for all pavement layers including any subgrade preparation



Project Name/Number: _____________________________________

Type of Work: _____________________________________________

Design and Construction Standards - Plan Checklist

2

60% Submission

Typical Sections (Cont.)
Show incidental roadway items such as curb and gutters, sidewalk, guardrail, underdrains, geotextile
fabrics, barriers, etc.

Control point for the Profile Grade Line (PGL)

Project baseline and roadway centerline locations
Cross slopes in percent (%) on roadway and shoulders; Side slopes as ratio (H:V) outside of
shoulders.

Include a typical section for each unique section of roadway.

Proposed sections for commercial and residential driveways

Quantity rates and basis of estimate notes as necessary

Topsoil and seeding widths, if applicable

Superelevation pivot point location

All transitions with Station limits

Limits of material to be disposed or salvaged

Approximate location and depth of main utilities with appropriate notes

Typical sections for temporary construction if not included in TCP plans

General Notes

General design notes applicable to the project. See list of General Notes to be provided by the City of
Round Rock
Applicable notes for construction, traffic control, drainage, excavation, grading, embankment, utility
relocation, right-of-way, tree protection, rigid & flexible pavement, roadway incidentals, signals, lighting,
pavement markings, signs, etc.

Survey Data

Benchmark locations and numbers

Control point coordinates, locations, elevations, and detailed descriptions

Notation to vertical datum and the horizontal coordinate system

Horizontal alignment and annotation (Stations, bearings, PC’s, PT’s, etc.)

Quantity Sheets

Preliminary Summary Sheets (Major Bid Items and Totals)

All pay items are included on the summary sheet(s)

Item descriptions agree with standard agency item descriptions and units

All items have item code number, description, unit, quantities, and total

Items for bid alternates

Different summary tables for different project elements (roadway, drainage, etc.)

Special notes or remarks

All quantities per plan sheet (drainage & driveway items per structure & each)

Acceptable culvert pipes & pipe type, class and thickness



Project Name/Number: _____________________________________

Type of Work: _____________________________________________

Design and Construction Standards - Plan Checklist

3

60% Submission

Traffic Control / Construction Sequence

Sequence of construction general notes

Sequence of work outline for Traffic Control (showing basic concept of how to handle traffic during
construction, including preliminary phasing)

Preliminary Intersection Layouts

Traffic control plans, typical sections, and narrative for each construction phase
Plans show proposed phase work, construction zones, temporary signs with standard numbers,
temporary markings & markers with standard numbers, barricades, detours, traffic flow direction,
location and dimension of all temporary traffic items, legend, scale, and seal or preliminary stamp
Typical sections showing phase number and stations ranges, proposed and constructed work with
dimensions for each phase, lane widths and flow direction of all traffic lanes, applicable channelizing
devices between traffic lanes and construction zone, clear zones, baselines, and slopes of temporary
and permanent graded and paved segments

Narrative includes necessary steps for construction, traffic pattern changes, and day & time
restrictions for lane reductions, roadway closures, or general work

Apply appropriate plan legend and hatching to distinguish proposed work from constructed elements

Verify all pavement drop-offs have proper treatment

Verify all temporary barriers have proper end treatment

Check for necessary speed reductions and apply signage accordingly

Verify that all aspects of the whole project and its phases are constructible based on the information
provided in the traffic control sheets

Show or reference typical & modified traffic control application diagrams in accordance with TMUTCD
and TxDOT Standards

Roadway Plans

North arrow, scale and legend
Show existing roadway features including: roadway alignments, edge of pavement and curb, medians,
driveways, drainage structures, utilities, sidewalks, etc. Existing roadways and structures to be closed or
removed.

Boundaries (city, county, etc.), bodies of water (streams, lakes, rivers, etc.), street and roadway names
Alignment baseline stationing tick marks and labels every 100 ft, curve and point of intersection data,
bearings, equations, and critical points stations such as PIs, PCs, PTs, etc.
Intersection data (Stations, edge of pavement radius, etc.) of all proposed driveways and connecting
roadways

Begin & end project notation and Stations to cover all proposed work

Existing and proposed ROW and permanent easement lines and widths at each break within project limits
Proposed pavement (lane and shoulder) widths and cross slopes at all break points and transitions, lane
direction arrow, prop. curb and sidewalks



Project Name/Number: _____________________________________

Type of Work: _____________________________________________

Design and Construction Standards - Plan Checklist

4

60% Submission

Roadway Plans (cont.)

Indicate structure number, quantity, location, type, size of all proposed drainage structures

Show location, type, and limits or lengths of proposed roadway elements with appropriate notation

Ensure Minimum Design Values are met
Show all work constrained to ROW and/or easements, including temporary construction easements and
structure demolition limits

Access control lines, notes, and limits

Temporary construction or slope easements lines showing widths and limits

Property lines and ownership data

Superelevation, normal crown, and transition locations and limits

Notation for structure removal, structure repair, or proposed structure (location, begin and end stations,
type, dimensions, etc.) including bridges, retaining walls, sound walls, and sign bridges

Location of borings or test pits for subsurface investigations

Show erosion control items (location, type, limits, etc.) with labels, if separate plans are not provided

Limits for ROW clearing, unsuitable material, pavement removal, etc.

Roadway Profile

Stations along bottom at 50 ft. intervals and datum elevations along the sides

Profile grade line (PGL) and existing ground line with elevations at 50' to 2 decimal places

Vertical alignment data (Grades in percent to 2 decimal places, VPI Station, elevation, curve length, K
value, begin and end curve Station and elevation, etc.)

Show all proposed drainage or other structures

Show existing utilities

Vertical Clearances (where applicable)

Ensure Minimum K-values are met

Show left and right ditch flow lines if not shown on Drainage P&P sheets

Clearances for railroads, roads, streambeds, and between structures and/or utilities

Show profiles for connecting roadways and driveways

Show limits of proposed and existing grades

Show begin and end Stations for proposed structures



Project Name/Number: _____________________________________

Type of Work: _____________________________________________

Design and Construction Standards - Plan Checklist

5

60% Submission

Drainage Area Map

Watershed area, limits, and directional flow arrows

Tributaries, highways, etc.

County and city boundaries

North arrow & project location

Peak discharge computation method and flow values for 25 & 100 year storm events

Hydraulic Data

Peak discharge computation method and flow values for all design year storm events
For bridges, show bridge cross section summary table (velocity, water surface elevation, energy grade
line, flow area, and top width for the natural, existing, and proposed conditions for the design and 100-
year flows at the various sections along the reach being modeled)

For bridges, show bridge summary table (existing, proposed, and difference of water surface elevations
for the design and 100-year storm events)

For bridges, show typical stream cross section at the bridge location with proposed road profile

For culverts, show input and output culvert hydraulic parameters

For storm sewers, show input and output parameters for storm sewers

For ditches, show input and output for open channel flow analysis data

Culvert Layouts

Plan and profile view for bridge class culverts or cross section for regular culverts

Plan view – north arrow, begin & end of structure Stations and elevations, structure & roadway
baselines with skew angle, traffic flow direction, etc.

Roadway cross section along culvert centerline

Existing & proposed grade lines, ROW lines and width, easements, etc.

Roadway baseline, skew angle, and flow direction

Structure slope & flow line elevations, upstream and downstream soil slopes, and structure dimensions
from baseline

Length, size, type, skew, and slope of structure

End treatment size, type, and dimensions

Show roadway elements (pavement depth & width, barriers, guardrail, slope treatment, etc.)

Description of existing and proposed structure elements with proper labels for agency standards

Erosion control treatment type, size, and depth

Peak discharge, velocity, and upstream and downstream WSE of design storm

Utilities and clearances to proposed elements

Limits of trench excavation protection



Project Name/Number: _____________________________________

Type of Work: _____________________________________________

Design and Construction Standards - Plan Checklist

6

60% Submission

Drainage Plan and Profile

Show legend for plan and profile elements

Plan – north arrow, baseline stations, ROW

Plan – show drainage area boundaries

Plan – show drainage structures (number, type, length, layout, station, offset, etc.), links (number, type,
length, flow direction, etc.), and outlet pipes (number, flow direction, etc.)

Profile – show drainage structures (number, layout, type, control elevations), links (layout, size, type,
length, design flow, flow capacity, etc.), and hydraulic grade line (HGL)

Profile – show natural ground and PGL

Plan – show ditch and channel alignments

Profile – show flow lines for ditches and channels

Reference to other roadway or drainage plans

Utilities

Include utility layout sheets showing latest information for existing utilities

Retaining Walls

Preliminary retaining wall layouts showing limits, ranges in height, and type of wall
Orientation: place walls on the plan sheet such that the elevation is looking at the "Front face" of the
retaining wall. Rotate the plan view to correspond with the elevation.  Show appropriate roadway stationing
and north arrow

Plot the soil core boring locations

Show ROW where applicable

If flume or mowing strip is used, show limits if they vary from the wall limits.

Present horizontal curve data

When underdrains are used, show flowline elevations and outfall locations & elevations

Groundwater levels for walls in cut sections

Bridge Layout – Plan View

Baselines with stations, bearings, alignment data, and north arrow

Pavement width (roadway & shoulders), and traffic flow or stream flow

Cross slope and superelevation data

Begin and end structure stations

ROW & easement lines

Bent stations and bearings

Skew angle of structure and bents
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60% Submission

Bridge Layout – Plan View (cont.)

Limits & slope of riprap or erosion control treatment

Existing contours

Railing type, location, and limits

Bridge Layout – Profile View

Provide national bridge inventory (NBI) number, if applicable

Type, length, and size of units or spans

Overall length, payment limits, railing type & post spacing

Existing & proposed ground lines with elevations

Existing & proposed water surface elevations for design year storm if applicable

Vertical curve data and grades

Begin and end structure stations and elevations

Bent numbers & fixed/ expansion conditions at all bents

Column heights and type, length, size, and number of foundation elements

Limits & slope of riprap or erosion control treatment

Bridge Typical Sections

Roadway width and cross slope, shoulder width and cross slope

Type, location, and width of barriers or bridge railing

Show sidewalks, curbs, medians, etc.

Type, location, depth, and width of structural elements (deck, railing, beams, etc.)

Show baseline location and applicable station ranges

Show control point for Profile Grade Line (PGL)
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60% Submission

Design Submittal Supplements

Design Summary Report (DSR)

Design schedule - update

Initial construction cost estimate

Initial construction time determination

Special Provision form for right-of-way acquisition

Special Provision form for utility relocations

Special Provision form for environmental clearance

Geotechnical investigations report

Drainage report, if applicable

Database of property owner information and executed Right-of-Entry forms

Submittal package in pdf format

Notes and comments:

________________________________________________________     _________________
ENGINEER OF RECORD Date

Print Sign



Project Name/Number: _____________________________________

Type of Work: _____________________________________________

Design and Construction Standards - Plan Checklist

1

90% Submission

Completed Checklist Must be Submitted with Plans

Title Sheet

City name & logo, Project name, roadway name and limits, Project length, Bridge length (if applicable) and
Project description

Design block including roadway classification, design speed, and traffic data, including current and design
ADT, truck percent, directional distribution, and design DHV

Project length (roadway length, bridge length, and total length) in feet to 2 decimal places and in miles to 3
decimal places
Vicinity map (north arrow, project location, project limits, equations, exceptions to project length, city and
county names, highway designation, road and street names, and name and description of adjoining
projects

Key map (City map and Project location)

Signature blocks (provisions for signatures of officials approving the plans – Design Engineer, City of
Round Rock officials)

Miscellaneous (watershed names, area of disturbed soil in acres, and design exceptions)

Copyright statement

Applicable Standard Specifications

Complete sheet index (sheet numbers & descriptions with no number overlaps or gaps)

Project Layout

A suitable scale shall be utilized to clearly depict and label existing and proposed project features.

The station and coordinates of the beginning and ending project points shall be labeled.

Project control point locations with coordinates, station/ offsets, and descriptions

Horizontal alignment with annotation of all entities (bearings, PC’s, PT’s, etc.)

Horizontal and vertical control data or reference

Typical Sections

Existing typical section showing the ROW, approximate lane and median widths, lane direction,
shoulders, curbs, rail, border width, pavement structure and Station limits.
Proposed Typical Section including ROW, lane widths, lane direction, shoulders, curbs, rail, border
width, Horizontal Control, Design Values, Minimum Design Values, Design Exception (if applicable),
and Station limits for all roadways (main roadways, major and minor side streets, and ramps)
Proposed sections illustrate the depths, dimensions, and station limits for every type of material in the
proposed pavement structure, including subgrade preparation.

Exclude bridge limits and ensure typical bridge section is included, if applicable

Type and depth for all pavement layers including any subgrade preparation
Show incidental roadway items such as curb and gutters, sidewalk, guardrail, underdrains, geotextile
fabrics, barriers, etc.



Project Name/Number: _____________________________________

Type of Work: _____________________________________________

Design and Construction Standards - Plan Checklist

2

90% Submission

Typical Sections (cont.)

Control point for the Profile Grade Line (PGL)

Project baseline and roadway centerline locations
Cross slopes in percent (%) on roadway and shoulders; Side slopes as ratio (H:V) outside of
shoulders.

Include a typical section for each unique section of roadway.

Proposed sections for commercial and residential driveways

Quantity rates and basis of estimate notes as necessary

Topsoil and seeding widths, if applicable

Superelevation pivot point location

All transitions with Station limits

Limits of material to be disposed or salvaged

Approximate location and depth of main utilities with appropriate notes

Typical sections for temporary construction if not included in TCP plans

General Notes

General design notes applicable to the project. See list of General Notes to be provided by City of
Round Rock
Applicable notes for construction, traffic control, drainage, excavation, grading, embankment, utility
relocation, right-of-way, tree protection, rigid & flexible pavement, roadway incidentals, signals, lighting,
pavement markings, signs, etc.

Basis of estimate

Survey Data

Benchmark locations and numbers

Control point coordinates, locations, elevations, and detailed descriptions

Notation to vertical datum and the horizontal coordinate system

Horizontal alignment and annotation (Stations, bearings, PC’s, PT’s, etc.)

Quantity Sheets

Preliminary Summary Sheets (Bid Items and Totals)

All pay items are included on the summary sheet(s)

Item descriptions agree with standard agency item descriptions and units

All items have item code number, description, unit, quantities, and total

Items for bid alternates

Different summary tables for different project elements (roadway, drainage, etc.)

Special notes or remarks

All quantities per plan sheet (drainage & driveway items per structure & each)

Acceptable culvert pipes & pipe type, class and thickness
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90% Submission

Traffic Control / Construction Sequence

Sequence of construction general notes

Sequence of work outline for Traffic Control (showing basic concept of how to handle traffic during
construction, including preliminary phasing)

Preliminary Intersection Layouts

Traffic control plans, typical sections, and narrative for each construction phase
Plans show proposed phase work, construction zones, temporary signs with standard numbers,
temporary markings & markers with standard numbers, barricades, detours, traffic flow direction,
location and dimension of all temporary traffic items, legend, scale, and seal or preliminary stamp
Typical sections showing phase number and stations ranges, proposed and constructed work with
dimensions for each phase, lane widths and flow direction of all traffic lanes, applicable channelizing
devices between traffic lanes and construction zone, clear zones, baselines, and slopes of temporary
and permanent graded and paved segments

Narrative includes necessary steps for construction, traffic pattern changes, and day & time
restrictions for lane reductions, roadway closures, or general work

Apply appropriate plan legend and hatching to distinguish proposed work from constructed elements

Verify all pavement drop-offs have proper treatment

Verify all temporary barriers have proper end treatment

Check for necessary speed reductions and apply signage accordingly

Verify that all aspects of the whole project and its phases are constructible based on the information
provided in the traffic control sheets

Show or reference typical & modified traffic control application diagrams in accordance with TMUTCD
and TxDOT Standards

Roadway Plans

North arrow, scale and legend
Show existing roadway features including: roadway alignments, edge of pavement and curb, medians,
driveways, drainage structures, utilities, sidewalks, etc. Existing roadways and structures to be closed or
removed.

Boundaries (city, county, etc.), bodies of water (streams, lakes, rivers, etc.), street and roadway names
Alignment baseline stationing tick marks and labels every 100 ft, curve and point of intersection data,
bearings, equations, and critical points stations such as PIs, PCs, PTs, etc.
Intersection data (Stations, edge of pavement radius, etc.) of all proposed driveways and connecting
roadways

Begin & end project notation and Stations to cover all proposed work

Existing and proposed ROW and permanent easement lines and widths at each break within project limits
Proposed pavement (lane and shoulder) widths and cross slopes at all break points and transitions, lane
direction arrow, prop. curb and sidewalks
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90% Submission

Roadway Plans (cont.)

Indicate structure number, quantity, location, type, size of all proposed drainage structures

Location, type, and limits or lengths of proposed roadway elements with appropriate notation

Ensure Minimum Design Values are met
Show all work constrained to ROW and/or easements, including temporary construction easements and
structure demolition limits

Access control lines, notes, and limits

Temporary construction or slope easements lines showing widths and limits

Property lines and ownership data

Superelevation, normal crown, and transition locations and limits

Notation for structure removal, structure repair, or proposed structure (location, begin and end stations,
type, dimensions, etc.) including bridges, retaining walls, sound walls, and sign bridges

Location of borings or test pits for subsurface investigations

Erosion control items (location, type, limits, etc.) with labels, if separate plans are not provided

Limits for ROW clearing, unsuitable material, pavement removal, etc.

Roadway Profile

Stations along the bottom at 50 ft. intervals and datum elevations along the sides

Profile grade line (PGL) and existing ground line with elevations at 50' to 2 decimal places

Vertical alignment data (Grades in percent to 2 decimal places, VPI Station, elevation, curve length, K
value, begin and end curve Station and elevation, etc.)

All proposed drainage or other structures

Existing utilities

Vertical Clearances (where applicable)

Ensure Minimum K-values are met

Left and right ditch flow lines if not shown on Drainage P&P sheets

Clearances for railroads, roads, streambeds, and between structures and/or utilities

Profiles for connecting roadways and driveways

Limits of proposed and existing grades

Beginning and end Stations for proposed structures
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90% Submission

Drainage Area Map

Watershed area, limits, and directional flow arrows

Tributaries, highways, etc.

County and city boundaries

North arrow & project location

Peak discharge computation method and flow values for 25 & 100 year storm events

Hydraulic Data

Peak discharge computation method and flow values for all design year storm events
For bridges, show bridge cross section summary table (velocity, water surface elevation, energy grade
line, flow area, and top width for the natural, existing, and proposed conditions for the design and 100-
year flows at the various sections along the reach being modeled)

For bridges, show bridge summary table (existing, proposed, and difference of water surface elevations
for the design and 100-year storm events)

For bridges, show typical stream cross section at the bridge location with proposed road profile

For culverts, show input and output culvert hydraulic parameters

For storm sewers, show input and output parameters for storm sewers

For ditches, show input and output for open channel flow analysis data

Culvert Layouts

Plan and profile view for bridge class culverts or cross section for regular culverts

Plan view – north arrow, begin & end of structure Stations and elevations, structure & roadway
baselines with skew angle, traffic flow direction, etc.

Roadway cross section along culvert centerline

Existing & proposed grade lines, ROW lines and width, easements, etc.

Roadway baseline, skew angle, and flow direction

Structure slope & flow line elevations, upstream and downstream soil slopes, and structure dimensions
from baseline

Length, size, type, skew, and slope of structure

End treatment size, type, and dimensions

Roadway elements (pavement depth & width, barriers, guardrail, slope treatment, etc.)

Description of existing and proposed structure elements with proper labels for agency standards

Erosion control treatment type, size, and depth

Peak discharge, velocity, and upstream and downstream WSE of design storm

Utilities and clearances to proposed elements

Limits of trench excavation protection
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90% Submission

Drainage Plan and Profile

Show legend for plan and profile elements

Plan – north arrow, baseline stations, ROW

Plan – show drainage area boundaries

Plan – show drainage structures (number, type, length, layout, station, offset, etc.), links (number, type,
length, flow direction, etc.), and outlet pipes (number, flow direction, etc.)

Profile – show drainage structures (number, layout, type, control elevations), links (layout, size, type,
length, design flow, flow capacity, etc.), and hydraulic grade line (HGL)

Profile – show natural ground and PGL

Plan – show ditch and channel alignments

Profile – show flow lines for ditches and channels

Reference to other roadway or drainage plans

Utilities

Include utility layout sheets showing latest information for existing utilities

Include proper notation and reference to other utility drawings, if applicable

Retaining Walls

Preliminary retaining wall layouts showing limits, ranges in height, and type of wall

Final retaining wall layouts showing typical sections, geometry data, and detail sheets

For bridges show bridge layouts (plan and profile), typical sections, foundation data, and detail sheets

Bridge Layout – Plan View

Baselines with stations, bearings, alignment data, and north arrow

Pavement width (roadway & shoulders), and traffic flow or stream flow

Cross slope and superelevation data

Begin and end structure stations

ROW & easement lines

Bent stations and bearings

Skew angle of structure and bents

Existing contours

Railing type, location, and limits

Limits & slope of riprap or erosion control treatment

Armor joint type, location, and seal size

Approach slab and curb returns
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90% Submission

Bridge Layout – Plan View (cont.)

Location of test holes

Horizontal clearances (structure, utilities, railroad, etc.)

Bridge Protection Assembly

Type and limits of riprap (and blockouts, if required)

Locate bridge drain and/or lighting brackets stations, when applicable.

Show existing structure (dashed) on plan view, with existing National Bridge Inventory (NBI) number

For staged (or phased) construction, show dimension to staged construction joints
For widenings, show existing structure, existing NBI number, overall and roadway widths of existing and
new structures

Bridge Layout – Profile View

Provide national bridge inventory (NBI) number, if applicable

Type, length, and size of units or spans

Overall length, payment limits, railing type & post spacing

Existing & proposed ground lines with elevations

Existing & proposed water surface elevations for design year storm if applicable

Vertical curve data and grades

Begin and end structure stations and elevations

Bent numbers & fixed/ expansion conditions at all bents

Column heights and type, length, size, and number of foundation elements

Limits & slope of riprap or erosion control treatment

Minimum clearances to proposed and existing elements

Test holes, data, and information

Identify all traffic elements (detectors, conduits, etc.) in structure elements

Bridge Typical Sections

Roadway width and cross slope, shoulder width and cross slope

Type, location, and width of barriers or bridge railing

Show sidewalks, curbs, medians, etc.

Type, location, depth, and width of structural elements (deck, railing, beams, etc.)

Show baseline location and applicable station ranges

Show control point for Profile Grade Line (PGL)
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90% Submission

Traffic Signals & Illumination

Signals – signal layouts, signal elevation, signal wiring, and signal phasing

Signals - show proposed and existing signal elements (pole, mast arm, signal heads, conduits, detectors,
traffic boxes, etc.)

Show all applicable TMS elements (cameras, changeable message signs, vehicle detection, etc.)

Illumination – show layouts that include lighting poles, mounted luminaire, lighting details, electric
service, etc.

Signing & Pavement Markings
North arrow, street names, legend, pavement lines and traffic lanes, shoulders, alignment with stations,
ROW, etc.

Show existing elements to be removed, relocated, re-striped, or to remain in place

Show proposed elements (markings, markers, signs, delineators, etc.)

Show begin and end stations for proposed striping

Standard number, size, type, color, and dimensions of proposed elements

Spacing and width of lane lines

Spacing and width of markings lines for crosshatched areas

Show permanent elements only, temporary items should be shown on TCP

Label elements according to legend or reference other drawings as appropriate

Erosion Control
Include a narrative (site description, list of applicable soil stabilization and other erosion control devices,
offsite requirements, general notes, and special requirements)

Show north arrow, street names, legend, pavement lines and traffic lanes, shoulders, alignment with
stations, ROW, etc. on plans

Show ROW, proposed pavement lines, and all drainage structures

Show existing topo features and existing contours

Show and label temporary & permanent erosion control devices and measures

Include legend as appropriate (silt fence, rock filter dam, construction exit, etc.)

Cross Sections

Cut sections at 50' intervals and place 2 to 3 sections per sheet

Show existing ground and proposed segments with appropriate labels

Show roadway name, left and right grid distances, and datum elevations

Show cross section station and PGL elevation

Show width and slope (% or ratio) of all proposed segments

Show elevations at break points (shoulders, ditch flow line, catch point, etc.)
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90% Submission

Cross Sections (Cont.)

Show dimensions from baseline to ROW

Show retaining walls, railing, barrier, and guardrail as necessary

Indicate begin and end project station

Design Submittal Supplements

Design Summary Report (DSR)

Design schedule - update

Initial construction cost estimate

Initial construction time determination

Special Provision form for right-of-way acquisition

Special Provision form for utility relocations

Special Provision form for environmental clearance

Geotechnical investigations report

Drainage report, if applicable

Database of property owner information and executed Right-of-Entry forms

Submittal package in pdf format

Electronic (CAD) design files for earthwork calculations, .zip file

Notes and comments:

________________________________________________________     _________________
ENGINEER OF RECORD Date

Print Sign



Project Name/Number: _____________________________________

Type of Work: _____________________________________________

Design and Construction Standards - Plan Checklist

1

100% Submission

Completed Checklist Must be Submitted with Plans

Title Sheet

City name & logo, Project name, roadway name and limits, Project length, Bridge length (if applicable) and
Project description
Design block including roadway classification, design speed, and traffic data, including current and design
ADT, truck percent, directional distribution, and design DHV
Project length (roadway length, bridge length, and total length) in feet to 2 decimal places and in miles to 3
decimal places
Vicinity map (north arrow, project location, project limits, equations, exceptions to project length, city and
county names, highway designation, road and street names, and name and description of adjoining
projects

Key map (City map and Project location)
Signature blocks (provisions for signatures of officials approving the plans – Design Engineer, City of
Round Rock officials)

Miscellaneous (watershed names, area of disturbed soil in acres, and design exceptions)

Copyright statement

Applicable Standard Specifications

Complete sheet index (sheet numbers & descriptions with no number overlaps or gaps)

Project Layout

A suitable scale shall be utilized to clearly depict and label existing and proposed project features.

The station and coordinates of the beginning and ending project points shall be labeled.

Project control point locations with coordinates, station/ offsets, and descriptions

Horizontal alignment with annotation of all entities (bearings, PC’s, PT’s, etc.)

Horizontal and vertical control data or reference

Typical Sections

Existing typical section showing the ROW, approximate lane and median widths, lane direction,
shoulders, curbs, rail, border width, pavement structure and Station limits.
Proposed Typical Section including ROW, lane widths, lane direction, shoulders, curbs, rail, border
width, Horizontal Control, Design Values, Minimum Design Values, Design Exception (if applicable),
and Station limits for all roadways (main roadways, major and minor side streets, and ramps)
Proposed sections illustrate the depths, dimensions, and station limits for every type of material in the
proposed pavement structure, including subgrade preparation.

Exclude bridge limits and ensure typical bridge section is included, if applicable

Type and depth for all pavement layers including any subgrade preparation
Show incidental roadway items such as curb and gutters, sidewalk, guardrail, underdrains, geotextile
fabrics, barriers, etc.
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Typical Sections (cont.)

Control point for the Profile Grade Line (PGL)

Project baseline and roadway centerline locations
Cross slopes in percent (%) on roadway and shoulders; Side slopes as ratio (H:V) outside of
shoulders.

Include a typical section for each unique section of roadway.

Proposed sections for commercial and residential driveways

Quantity rates and basis of estimate notes as necessary

Topsoil and seeding widths, if applicable

Superelevation pivot point location

All transitions with Station limits

Limits of material to be disposed or salvaged

Approximate location and depth of main utilities with appropriate notes

Typical sections for temporary construction if not included in TCP plans

General Notes

General design notes applicable to the project. See list of General Notes to be provided by City of
Round Rock.
Applicable notes for construction, traffic control, drainage, excavation, grading, embankment, utility
relocation, right-of-way, tree protection, rigid & flexible pavement, roadway incidentals, signals, lighting,
pavement markings, signs, etc.

Basis of estimate

Survey Data

Benchmark locations and numbers

Control point coordinates, locations, elevations, and detailed descriptions

Notation to vertical datum and the horizontal coordinate system

Horizontal alignment and annotation (Stations, bearings, PC’s, PT’s, etc.)

Quantity Sheets

Final Summary Sheets (All Bid Items and Totals)

All pay items are included on the summary sheet(s)

Item descriptions agree with standard agency item descriptions and units

All items have item code number, description, unit, quantities, and total

Items for bid alternates

Different summary tables for different project elements (roadway, drainage, etc.)
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100% Submission

Quantity Sheets (cont.)

Special notes or remarks

All quantities per plan sheet (drainage & driveway items per structure & each)

Acceptable culvert pipes & pipe type, class and thickness

Traffic Control / Construction Sequence

Sequence of construction general notes

Sequence of work outline for Traffic Control (showing basic concept of how to handle traffic during
construction, including preliminary phasing)

Preliminary Intersection Layouts

Traffic control plans, typical sections, and narrative for each construction phase
Plans show proposed phase work, construction zones, temporary signs with standard numbers,
temporary markings & markers with standard numbers, barricades, detours, traffic flow direction,
location and dimension of all temporary traffic items, legend, scale, and seal or preliminary stamp
Typical sections showing phase number and stations ranges, proposed and constructed work with
dimensions for each phase, lane widths and flow direction of all traffic lanes, applicable channelizing
devices between traffic lanes and construction zone, clear zones, baselines, and slopes of temporary
and permanent graded and paved segments

Narrative includes necessary steps for construction, traffic pattern changes, and day & time
restrictions for lane reductions, roadway closures, or general work

Apply appropriate plan legend and hatching to distinguish proposed work from constructed elements

Verify all pavement drop-offs have proper treatment

Verify all temporary barriers have proper end treatment

Check for necessary speed reductions and apply signage accordingly

Verify that all aspects of the whole project and its phases are constructible based on the information
provided in the traffic control sheets

Show or reference typical & modified traffic control application diagrams in accordance with TMUTCD
and TxDOT Standards

Roadway Plans

North arrow, scale and legend
Show existing roadway features including: roadway alignments, edge of pavement and curb, medians,
driveways, drainage structures, utilities, sidewalks, etc. Existing roadways and structures to be closed or
removed.

Boundaries (city, county, etc.), bodies of water (streams, lakes, rivers, etc.), street and roadway names
Alignment baseline stationing tick marks and labels every 100 ft, curve and point of intersection data,
bearings, equations, and critical points stations such as PIs, PCs, PTs, etc.
Intersection data (Stations, edge of pavement radius, etc.) of all proposed driveways and connecting
roadways
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100% Submission

Roadway Plans (cont.)

Existing and proposed ROW and permanent easement lines and widths at each break within project limits
Proposed pavement (lane and shoulder) widths and cross slopes at all break points and transitions, lane
direction arrow, prop. curb and sidewalks

Indicate structure number, quantity, location, type, size of all proposed drainage structures

Location, type, and limits or lengths of proposed roadway elements with appropriate notation

Ensure Minimum Design Values are met

Begin & end project notation and Stations to cover all proposed work
Show all work constrained to ROW and/or easements, including temporary construction easements and
structure demolition limits

Access control lines, notes, and limits

Temporary construction or slope easements lines showing widths and limits

Property lines and ownership data

Superelevation, normal crown, and transition locations and limits

Notation for structure removal, structure repair, or proposed structure (location, begin and end stations,
type, dimensions, etc.) including bridges, retaining walls, sound walls, and sign bridges

Location of borings or test pits for subsurface investigations

Erosion control items (location, type, limits, etc.) with labels, if separate plans are not provided

Limits for ROW clearing, unsuitable material, pavement removal, etc.

Roadway Profile

Stations along the bottom at 50 ft. intervals and datum elevations along the sides

Profile grade line (PGL) and existing ground line with elevations at 50' to 2 decimal places

Vertical alignment data (Grades in percent to 2 decimal places, VPI Station, elevation, curve length, K
value, begin and end curve Station and elevation, etc.)

All proposed drainage or other structures

Existing utilities

Vertical Clearances (where applicable)

Ensure Minimum K-values are met

Left and right ditch flow lines if not shown on Drainage P&P sheets

Clearances for railroads, roads, streambeds, and between structures and/or utilities

Profiles for connecting roadways and driveways

Limits of proposed and existing grades

Beginning and end Stations for proposed structures
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Drainage Area Map

Watershed area, limits, and directional flow arrows

Tributaries, highways, etc.

County and city boundaries

North arrow & project location

Peak discharge computation method and flow values for 25 & 100 year storm events

Hydraulic Data

Peak discharge computation method and flow values for all design year storm events
For bridges, show bridge cross section summary table (velocity, water surface elevation, energy grade
line, flow area, and top width for the natural, existing, and proposed conditions for the design and 100-
year flows at the various sections along the reach being modeled)

For bridges, show bridge summary table (existing, proposed, and difference of water surface elevations
for the design and 100-year storm events)

For bridges, show typical stream cross section at the bridge location with proposed road profile

For culverts, show input and output culvert hydraulic parameters

For storm sewers, show input and output parameters for storm sewers

For ditches, show input and output for open channel flow analysis data

Culvert Layouts

Plan and profile view for bridge class culverts or cross section for regular culverts

Plan view – north arrow, begin & end of structure Stations and elevations, structure & roadway
baselines with skew angle, traffic flow direction, etc.

Roadway cross section along culvert centerline

Existing & proposed grade lines, ROW lines and width, easements, etc.

Roadway baseline, skew angle, and flow direction

Structure slope & flow line elevations, upstream and downstream soil slopes, and structure dimensions
from baseline

Length, size, type, skew, and slope of structure

End treatment size, type, and dimensions

Roadway elements (pavement depth & width, barriers, guardrail, slope treatment, etc.)

Description of existing and proposed structure elements with proper labels for agency standards

Erosion control treatment type, size, and depth

Peak discharge, velocity, and upstream and downstream WSE of design storm

Utilities and clearances to proposed elements

Limits of trench excavation protection
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Drainage Plan and Profile

Show legend for plan and profile elements

Plan – north arrow, baseline stations, ROW

Plan – show drainage area boundaries

Plan – show drainage structures (number, type, length, layout, station, offset, etc.), links (number, type,
length, flow direction, etc.), and outlet pipes (number, flow direction, etc.)

Profile – show drainage structures (number, layout, type, control elevations), links (layout, size, type,
length, design flow, flow capacity, etc.), and hydraulic grade line (HGL)

Profile – show natural ground and PGL

Plan – show ditch and channel alignments

Profile – show flow lines for ditches and channels

Reference to other roadway or drainage plans

Utilities

Include utility layout sheets showing latest information for existing utilities

Include proper notation and reference to other utility drawings, if applicable

Retaining Walls

Preliminary retaining wall layouts showing limits, ranges in height, and type of wall

Final retaining wall layouts showing typical sections, geometry data, and detail sheets

For bridges show bridge layouts (plan and profile), typical sections, foundation data, and detail sheets

Bridge Layout – Plan View

Baselines with stations, bearings, alignment data, and north arrow

Pavement width (roadway & shoulders), and traffic flow or stream flow

Cross slope and superelevation data

Begin and end structure stations

ROW & easement lines

Bent numbers, stations and bearings

Skew angle of structure and bents

Existing contours

Railing type, location, and limits

Limits & slope of riprap or erosion control treatment

Armor joint type, location, and seal size

Traffic direction and stream flow
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Bridge Layout – Plan View (cont.)

Approach slab and curb returns

Location of test holes

Horizontal clearances (structure, utilities, railroad, etc.)

Bridge Protection Assembly

Type and limits of riprap (and blockouts, if required)

Locate bridge drain and/or lighting brackets stations, when applicable.

Show existing structure (dashed) on plan view, with existing National Bridge Inventory (NBI) number

For staged (or phased) construction, show dimension to staged construction joints
For widenings, show existing structure, existing NBI number, overall and roadway widths of existing and
new structures

Bridge Layout – Profile View

Provide national bridge inventory (NBI) number, if applicable

Type, length, and size of units or spans

Overall length, payment limits, railing type & post spacing

Existing & proposed ground lines with grid elevations and stations

Existing & proposed water surface elevations for design year storm if applicable

Vertical curve data and profile grade line(s)

Begin and end structure stations and elevations

Bent numbers & fixed/ expansion conditions at all bents

Column heights and type, length, size, and number of foundation elements

Hydraulics data (100 year and design flood elevations) and calculated scour depth

Limits & slope of riprap or erosion control treatment

Minimum clearances to proposed and existing elements

Test holes, data, and information such as bridge foundation notes (if required by geotechnical engineer)

Identify all traffic elements (detectors, conduits, etc.) in structure elements

Bridge Typical Sections

Roadway width and cross slope, shoulder width and cross slope

Type, location, and width of barriers or bridge railing

Show sidewalks, curbs, medians, etc.

Type, location, depth, and width of structural elements (deck, railing, beams, etc.)

Show baseline location and applicable station ranges

Show control point for Profile Grade Line (PGL)



Project Name/Number: _____________________________________

Type of Work: _____________________________________________

Design and Construction Standards - Plan Checklist

8

100% Submission

Traffic Signals & Illumination

Signals – signal layouts, signal elevation, signal wiring, and signal phasing

Signals - show proposed and existing signal elements (pole, mast arm, signal heads, conduits, detectors,
traffic boxes, etc.)

Show all applicable TMS elements (cameras, changeable message signs, vehicle detection, etc.)

Illumination – show layouts that include lighting poles, mounted luminaire, lighting details, electric
service, etc.

Signing & Pavement Markings
North arrow, street names, legend, pavement lines and traffic lanes, shoulders, alignment with stations,
ROW, etc.

Show existing elements to be removed, relocated, re-striped, or to remain in place

Show proposed elements (markings, markers, signs, delineators, etc.)

Show begin and end stations for proposed striping

Standard number, size, type, color, and dimensions of proposed elements

Spacing and width of lane lines

Spacing and width of markings lines for crosshatched areas

Show permanent elements only, temporary items should be shown on TCP

Label elements according to legend or reference other drawings as appropriate

Environmental / Erosion Control
Include a narrative (site description, list of applicable soil stabilization and other erosion control devices,
offsite requirements, general notes, and special requirements)

Show north arrow, street names, legend, pavement lines and traffic lanes, shoulders, alignment with
stations, ROW, etc. on plans

Show ROW, proposed pavement lines, and all drainage structures

Show existing topo features and existing contours

Show and label temporary & permanent erosion control devices and measures

Include legend as appropriate (silt fence, rock filter dam, construction exit, etc.)



Project Name/Number: _____________________________________

Type of Work: _____________________________________________

Design and Construction Standards - Plan Checklist

9

100% Submission

Cross Sections

Cut sections at 50' intervals and place 2 to 3 sections per sheet

Show existing ground and proposed segments with appropriate labels

Show roadway name, left and right grid distances, and datum elevations

Show cross section station and PGL elevation

Show width and slope (% or ratio) of all proposed segments

Show elevations at break points (shoulders, ditch flow line, catch point, etc.)

Show dimensions from baseline to ROW

Show retaining walls, railing, barrier, and guardrail as necessary

Indicate begin and end project station

General

All information contained within printing margins

Correct lettering size – minimum text size (Leroy 80)

Notes reference correct sheet number or drawing name

No blank spaces or missing information

Ensure all Standard Details and Drawings pertaining to the contract are added

Drawings & Details are clear and legible

Title block is correct (sheet title & number, project number, etc.)

Professional (PE, RPLS, etc.) seal or preliminary stamp along with the date on all drawings except for
Standard Drawings & Standard Details

All applicable standards are included and use of standards is noted in plans

All modified Standard Details and Drawings have been checked and sealed.

Design features are consistent with design standards and design speed

Conformance with previously approved design submissions and comments

Conformance to commitments made in the environmental assessment

Clear zone requirements are met

Roadside safety requirements have been addressed (concrete barriers, impact attenuators, guardrail
and guardrail terminals, etc.)

Conformance with applicable standards, regulations, or manuals (ADA, TMUTCD, AASHTO,
City of Round Rock Design and Construction Standards, etc.)

All pay items shown in the plans (unless noted to be placed at the engineer’s discretion)

All bid items identified

Details included for items not covered by standards

No conflicts between plans, general notes, specifications, standards, provisions, etc.

Sidewalks and ramps meet ADA requirements (4’ minimum width and 2% max cross slope, etc.)

Drainage structures are adequate for design storm



Project Name/Number: _____________________________________

Type of Work: _____________________________________________

Design and Construction Standards - Plan Checklist

10

100% Submission

Design Submittal Supplements

Design Summary Report (DSR)

Design schedule - update

Initial construction cost estimate

Initial construction time determination

Special Provision form for right-of-way acquisition

Special Provision form for utility relocations

Special Provision form for environmental clearance

Geotechnical investigations report

Drainage report, if applicable

Database of property owner information and executed Right-of-Entry forms

Submittal package in pdf format

Electronic (CAD) design files for earthwork calculations, .zip file

Notes and comments:

________________________________________________________     _________________
ENGINEER OF RECORD Date

Print Sign



Project Name/Number: _____________________________________

Type of Work: _____________________________________________

Pavement Design Checklist

1

Pavement

Completed Checklist Must be Submitted with 60%, 90% and 100% Design

Project Information

Narrative discussing the overall project, scope of work, site particulars, drainage, and topographic
features

Project location map and description of proposed improvements

Existing pavement section (if applicable)

Existing subgrade conditions (referenced from Geotechnical Report);

Traffic data and any adjustments

Project specific factors used for selecting the pavement type

Summary of discussions with City officials and waivers received (if any);

Pavement Design Summary

Summary of all pavement design input values

Design output values for typical pavement sections

Recommended subgrade stabilization measures (if applicable)

Recommended pavement section or sections
Recommended pavement related specifications (e.g., subgrade preparation, lime addition, flex base
materials and compaction, HMAC, etc.)

Recommendations to improve drainage of subgrade/base layers (i.e., edge drains)

Proposed detour pavement thickness (widened pavement or separate detour);
If existing pavement is to be used as a detour, provide recommendations as to suitability of use and
recommended traffic flow diagram

Construction recommendations including drainage and groundwater control

Appendices

Flexible Pavement Designs:  FPS-21 output with mechanistic check and modified Texas Triaxial
check

Rigid Pavement Designs:  Streetpave12 output

________________________________________________________     _________________
ENGINEER OF RECORD Date

Print Sign



9.6.D Clearance Forms



Project Name/Number: _____________________________________

City of Round Rock
CERTIFICATIONS

SHEET 1 OF 1 SHEETS

Project : _______________________________________________

Hwy. : _________________________________________________

Limits : From: ________________________________________________

To: __________________________________________________

ENCROACHMENT CERTIFICATION

This is to certify that no right-of-way encroachments existed within the limits of this project or all removals of
right-of-way encroachments have been completed.

ROW CERTIFICATION

This is to certify that acquisition of right-of-way was not required for this project.

UTILITY CERTIFICATION

This is to certify that utility adjustments were not required or have been completed for this project.

RAILROAD CERTIFICATION

This is to certify that no railroad work was required for this project.

Recommended By:

________________________________Date: _______________
Engineer of Record

Submitted By:

_______________________________ Date: _______________
City of Round Rock
Transportation Director



Project Name/Number: _____________________________________

City of Round Rock
ENVIRONMENTAL CLEARANCE CERTIFICATION

SHEET 1 OF 1 SHEETS

Project : _______________________________________________

Hwy. : _________________________________________________

Limits : From: ________________________________________________

To: __________________________________________________

ENVIRONMENTAL CERTIFICATION

This is to certify that all necessary environmental permits for the subject project have been acquired or have
been identified within the limits of this project.

Recommended By:

________________________________Date: _______________
Engineer of Record

Submitted By:

_______________________________ Date: _______________
City of Round Rock
Transportation Director



Project Name/Number: _____________________________________

City of Round Rock
UTILITY CLEARANCE LETTER

SHEET 1 OF 1 SHEETS

Project : _______________________________________________

Hwy. : _________________________________________________

Limits : From: ________________________________________________

To: __________________________________________________

The purpose of this Utility Clearance Letter is to inform the City of Round Rock of the
anticipated dates by which Utility's facilities that are in conflict with the above project limits
will be adjusted. The dates below assume that the City has acquired all necessary right-of-
way for the project, that sufficient plans indicating the proposed highway improvements
have been submitted to Utility, and that design changes necessitating material utility
facility redesign do not occur.

Utility Company Name: ___________________________________________________

Anticipated Construction Start Date: ___________________________________________

Anticipated Duration of Construction: __________________________________________

Anticipated Construction Completion Date: _____________________________________

The information provided above is strictly an estimate and is provided to the City solely for
the City’s planning purposes. This letter is not intended to create any legally binding
commitments on either Utility or City, nor to waive any rights Utility or City might
otherwise possess.

If there is a conflict between prior submitted dates and those shown in this letter, the dates
set forth above should be used for City’s planning purposes.

_______________________________ _______________
Authorized Utility Representative Date



9.6.E Design Comment / Response Log



DESIGN REVIEW COMMENT AND RESOLUTION FORM

PROJECT NO.: Reviewer Name:

DESCRIPTION: Date:

DESIGNER:

SUBMITTAL: (Sample Text - 60% Design Submission)

Item No.
Sheet or

Page
No.

Comment
Initial
Action

Response
QC

Review
(Initials)

Final
Action

Verified

Reviewer

P-1 12
(Sample Text - No North Arrow)
(Sample Text - Stationing Font Too Small)
(Sample Text - Etc.)

A
(Sample Text - See attached Sheet 12 with
revision)

P-2 24 (Sample Text - Existing ROW not shown) B (Sample Text - Will include in 90%)

P-3 36
(Sample Text - Left turn vehicle queue appears
short) C (Sample Text - Will discuss at progress meeting)

E-1 2
(Sample Text - Units for Lime Slurry must be tons)

D
(Sample Text  - Lime Slurry will not be used on
this project)

E-2 3 (Sample Text - Reduce Contingency to 15%) A

S-1 5
(Sample Text - Special Provisions Missing)

B
(Sample Text - Appropriate Special Provisions will
be provided with 90% Submission)

S-2 7
(Sample Text - Special Provisions Missing)

B
(Sample Text - Appropriate Special Provisions will
be provided with 90% Submission)

Completed by Reviewer Completed by Designer

City of Round Rock Transportation Department

PREFIX FOR COMMENT NO'S - PLANS =P, SPEC. PROVS OR SPECIFICATIONS=S, EST.=E, OTHER = O
ACTION A= AGREE, WILL INCORPORATE, B=AGREE, WILL INCORPORATE NEXT SUBMITTAL C=WILL EVALUATE/DISCUSS  D=DELETE COMMENT



DESIGN REVIEW COMMENT AND RESOLUTION FORM

PROJECT NO.: Reviewer Name:

DESCRIPTION: Date:

DESIGNER:

SUBMITTAL: (Sample Text - 60% Design Submission)

Item No.
Sheet or

Page
No.

Comment
Initial
Action

Response
QC

Review
(Initials)

Final
Action

Verified

ReviewerCompleted by Reviewer Completed by Designer

City of Round Rock Transportation Department

S-3 8
(Sample Text - Special Provisions Missing)

B
(Sample Text - Appropriate Special Provisions will
be provided with 90% Submission)

PREFIX FOR COMMENT NO'S - PLANS =P, SPEC. PROVS OR SPECIFICATIONS=S, EST.=E, OTHER = O
ACTION A= AGREE, WILL INCORPORATE, B=AGREE, WILL INCORPORATE NEXT SUBMITTAL C=WILL EVALUATE/DISCUSS  D=DELETE COMMENT




























































